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ABSTRACT

Abstract

Large process modeling projects often require several stakeholders for the creation of

process models. Modeling guidelines should guide and assist stakeholders to ensure the

quality and governance of process models. Existing modeling guidelines do support the

modeling process only to a certain extent as they are either too abstract, miss important

aspects or they are driven towards specific modeling projects. The thesis addresses these

gaps and establishes a comprehensive modeling guideline for business process modeling. In

the first phase of the project, a literature review is conducted to identify relevant aspects

on business process modeling. These individual aspects are then consolidated into a

comprehensive modeling guideline. The guideline reflects identified aspects published by

scientific research. In the second phase modeling guidelines provided by industry partners

are evaluated against the comprehensive modeling guideline. The evaluation shows the

extent to which industry guidelines cover quality aspects of the created guideline. The

comprehensive modeling guideline established in this thesis covers aspects to improve the

quality of business process models and the modeling process. The guideline serves as

framework for the creation of modeling guidelines for specific modeling projects.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction

Companies in the pharmaceutical industry develop and manufacture products to supply

their customers. Most organizations operate world-wide. When manufacturing pharma-

ceuticals companies have to document the processes in standard operating procedures

which need to be compliant to regulations enforced by law. The processes usually in-

volve several departments within the companies starting from research and development

to production planning and manufacturing. The business processes must be documented

from the start of development to the delivery at customer sites. Only if organizations can

prove their compliance of their processes to regulatory requirements, it will be allowed to

manufacture their products.

The organizations document and communicate their business processes by creating

business process models. Such process models must fulfill high quality standards to be

regulatory compliant. Furthermore, the staff members of organizations have to read and

understand the process models to work according to them. This additionally adds to

quality requirements of models. Although modeling guidelines are used by the pharma-

ceutical industry to assist the creation of process models, such models often need to be

redesigned as they fail to reach the high quality requirements needed.

The example described above illustrates that the modeling of business processes is

complex due to several reasons. The real-world processes are large and complex but must

be captured in process models. The companies are forced by law to model their processes

although modeling it is not their daily business. Given that, they often lack knowledge

in process modeling. Business process models often have to be redesigned several times

due to the fact that modelers do not know how to perform quality checks on them. These

reasons indicate that the organizations must focus on quality assurance on their modeling

processes and on the created models.

The management of business processes has become important within organizations.

Gartner states that it is the number one priority for senior executives to build up business
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1 INTRODUCTION

process capabilities within their organizations [33]. Business Process Management (BPM)

introduces measures to manage business processes. The quality and performance of busi-

ness processes is vital for the businesses. Based on empirical evidence it is known that

process-oriented approaches like BPM lead to improvements in organizations [40]. An

important part of BPM solutions is business process modeling (short: process modeling)

[15]. In the introductory example the companies spent huge efforts on the creation of

business process models (short: process models) and to manage their quality. The appli-

cations for process modeling generally range from the documentation of business processes

as in the pharmaceutical company, the re-design of existing processes to the automatic

execution of processes [15, 31, 65, 84].

Although process models are important for BPM, their quality is often not seen as

important [70]. Especially in large modeling projects the quality assurance is not easy

and requires effective measures to judge upon quality factors. Bandara et al. showed

that process model quality is the most important success factor in modeling projects

[5]. Given that, modeling projects should focus on process model quality. Therefore, it

is important to decide upon factors which allow the accurate measurement of quality.

The establishment of quality checks further enforces high quality. In the example of the

pharmaceutical industry such checks would have helped to ensure high quality of process

models. Several quality aspects should be managed for process models. However, there

is no comprehensive framework available which combines quality aspects for business

process models and the process of modeling [62]. In fact, research towards process model

quality usually stands isolated, e.g. [9, 53, 58]. Recent research aims at closing this gap

by introducing frameworks that combine existing quality factors, e.g. [47, 62, 65, 84].

This thesis is placed in the field of BPM and especially in business process modeling.

In order to support and guide modeling initiatives, its goal is to improve the quality of

the modeling process as well as business process models by establishing a comprehensive

modeling guideline for business process modeling. In the remainder of this chapter the
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1 INTRODUCTION

motivation of this thesis is highlighted and the main research questions presented in

Section 1.1. Section 1.2 outlines the main contributions and their implications for BPM.

The research methodology is discussed in Section 1.3. Section 1.4 concludes the structure

of the thesis.

1.1. Motivation

The creation of business process models is usually done with the help of modeling tools.

Although there is a huge variety of tools to create and analyze these models, there are

still certain challenges in the modeling process.

• First, the elicitation of information on business processes from stakeholders is crucial

[30]. Stakeholders might face intercultural or social problems keeping them from

providing their best knowledge [24, 39]. The knowledge of stakeholders is captured

in process models.

• Second, the formalization of information in process models is not trivial. Process

modelers have to perform abstraction tasks, judge upon information, and finally

map this information into process models. These tasks are subjective to the process

modelers and can most often only be checked manually by domain experts [45, 70].

• Third, the verification and validation of process models remain a challenge. Both

tasks are most often not set up appropriately, not performed at all or the require-

ments for them are not properly evaluated [59]. This leads to a high amount of

errors in business process models [36, 60, 67].

Due to these challenges, business process models do often not meet the quality require-

ments stated within modeling projects.

In large modeling projects a lack of quality further occurs due to the high number

of stakeholders involved and process models created [5]. Large projects can require the

creation of thousands of models. For such projects it is common that there are a lot of

stakeholders with little or no modeling expertise [65]. Novice modelers judge their mod-

eling decision often intuitively as they lack knowledge on how to perform quality checks
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1 INTRODUCTION

[71, 94]. Especially novice modelers need guidance and support in modeling projects.

Scientific research partially addresses this problem by investigating, e.g., quality aspects

of process models [47, 53] or the stakeholders in the modeling process [30]. Support and

guidance can be provided by modeling guidelines that focus on quality aspects.

A few research works introduced modeling guidelines, e.g. [9, 47, 62, 84]. Existing

modeling guidelines, however, suffer from certain problems. The modeling guideline pro-

posed by Becker et al. covers rules on a high abstraction level [9]. The rules can be used as

framework to derive specific rules that can be applied in practice. Krogstie and Sølvberg

provide a catalogue with quality aspects for conceptual models based on the SEQUAL

framework [47, 53]. This catalogue is extensive but it does not address all quality issues

within business process modeling. Other work focuses on specific modeling projects, e.g.

[10, 14], or on specific quality aspects within process modeling, e.g. the quality of process

models [62, 84]. Thus, they cannot be used as a general modeling guideline. This might

be one reason why existing modeling guidelines do have little impact in real modeling

projects [63, 70]. Up until now, there is no comprehensive modeling guideline available

for business process modeling (short: modeling guideline). Such a guideline should in-

corporate quality criteria of both areas and the criteria must be proven to influence the

quality.

Based on the fact that existing modeling guidelines lack certain quality aspects, this

thesis addresses the following main research questions:

• How can a comprehensive modeling guideline for business process modeling be es-

tablished?

• Which quality aspects should modeling guidelines for business process modeling

incorporate?

• How well do modeling guidelines in industry cover quality aspects in the modeling

process as well as in business process models?
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1 INTRODUCTION

The main motivation of this thesis is to establish a comprehensive modeling guideline

for business process modeling which combines current research and existing modeling

guidelines. Guidelines generally describe a set of rules or instruction which need to be

considered for specific situations. Modeling guidelines deal with rules that are applicable

within process modeling. Comprehensive in the context of this thesis means that the

modeling guideline supports quality issues of the modeling process and business process

models. The comprehensive modeling guideline should avoid the problems of being specific

for individual modeling projects, stating rules on a high abstraction level, and it should

combine existing quality aspects for process modeling. The content of the guideline must

be based on empirical evidence so that users can trace why certain quality aspects are

important to modeling projects and how they influence them.

The goal of the comprehensive modeling guideline is to ensure the quality of the mod-

eling process and the created business process models. Further, it should create awareness

of stakeholders and provide support and guidance in modeling projects. The guideline

should be suitable for different projects within business process modeling. This requires

that certain quality aspects must be kept on an abstract level as they cannot be specified

on a detailed level due to project-specific characteristics. Nevertheless, it is ensured that

the aspects can be applied in real modeling projects. It is possible to transform and apply

the guidelines to several projects with individual requirements, e.g. different modeling

notations. Although it might be necessary to adjust certain quality aspects according to

project-specific requirements, the intended use of the modeling guideline does not change.

Consequently, the comprehensive modeling guideline can be used for different modeling

projects.

The guideline states concrete quality aspects for process models which can be checked

and monitored while modeling but also at the final models. In projects modeling guide-

lines create common understanding among stakeholders as they state how to deal with

certain quality issues. This greatly improves the quality and governance of process mod-
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1 INTRODUCTION

els especially in large projects and helps to save time and effort in the modeling process.

This in turn will most likely lead to a higher quality on the corresponding business pro-

cesses. Process models are further used as means of communication among stakeholders.

Modeling guidelines improve this communication. They ensure that the comprehensibil-

ity of process models improves which leads to a higher process model understanding of

stakeholders.

The little impact of modeling guidelines in practice motivates an evaluation of mod-

eling guidelines provided by industry partners. As it is known that existing guidelines

do not fully cover practical needs, this investigation might reveal potential reasons. The

guidelines of industry partners are evaluated against the comprehensive modeling guide-

line established. Deviations, differences and problems encountered are recorded and dis-

cussed afterwards. The discussion assists to close the gap between academia and industry

partners with respect to modeling guidelines. Academic approaches to create modeling

guidelines did, so far, not undertake such an evaluation. The evaluation shows how well

industry guidelines cover quality aspects for business process modeling.

This thesis is based on three limitations stated as follows. The comprehensive modeling

guideline does not rely on project-specific requirements, specific modeling tools or specific

modeling notations. These limitations are set on purpose to avoid the following problems.

• First, modeling projects differ in their size, complexity and purpose. For each project

a number of aspects must be set individually to meet the project goal. A general

guideline cannot address all individual goals but instead describes project-specific

parameters that focus on quality aspects on an abstraction level which still allows

their practical application.

• Second, modeling tools are often given or chosen and enforced by organizations.

Modeling guidelines should point out the quality aspects which are supported and

monitored by the tools used in projects.

• Third, the question which modeling notation to choose relies on the modeling project

-6-



1 INTRODUCTION

and its modeling goal. The decision for a notation is up to the project team or

leader and must fit to the project goal. Modeling guidelines must state and describe

information about the specific notations chosen for a modeling project.

Given these limitations, in this thesis it is out of scope to judge or decide upon these three

properties.

1.2. Research Contribution

Although there are several research papers published on the quality assurance of business

process modeling and the quality of business process models, there is no comprehensive

framework available on how to assure these quality factors in practice. Moody identifies

theoretical and practical issues that support this [70]. The researcher introduces twelve

issues that explain why there is no quality framework available. Moody argues that

there is a lot of research taking place but most researchers publish their results without

contributing to existing work, continuing or enhancing it. He further states that most

research is not empirically validated. Developed theories must empirically be validated in

order to prove their benefit. One of the strongest issues is the lack of practical adoption.

Industry does not use developed theories and, thus, no benefits are generated by research.

The research contribution of this thesis is to establish the comprehensive modeling

guideline that can be used in practice. The drawbacks presented by Moody are avoided.

This research aims at identifying and consolidating existing research work focusing on

quality aspects of the modeling process and the quality of business process models. The

consolidated aspects build the comprehensive modeling guideline. All quality aspects

of the modeling guideline must already be validated empirically so that their benefit

has been proven earlier. There are no aspects in the guideline that are not validated.

The consolidated quality aspects in form of the comprehensive modeling guideline and its

establishment towards practical applicability create an incentive so that industry partners

can use the guideline to derive their individual guidelines which are applied in practice.

-7-



1 INTRODUCTION

1.3. Research Methodology

To answer the main research questions stated in this thesis, the methodology builds on

approaches proposed by Moody which can be used to develop frameworks in the field

of process model quality [70]. In this thesis three approaches are used to establish the

comprehensive modeling guideline. The approaches are theory-based, analytical, and

consensus-based.

• The theory-based approach is deductive which means that existing information is

used in order to find answers to particular problems. Given that, most research work

developed by academia is theory-based, e.g. [9, 53]. Existing knowledge which is

proven to be correct is used to conclude arguments about a particular problem. The

approach takes proven research work and establishes the modeling guideline. For this

it does not matter whether the work is performed within BPM or other disciplines.

One problem of theory-based approaches is that they often lacks practical impact

or effectiveness.

• Analytical approaches synthesize and combine existing research works that have

been established earlier. Within the approach individual research works are analyzed

for their impact towards a particular problem and, if possible, combined into one

work, e.g. [47, 62, 84]. The analytical approach makes partially use of proliferation

of works in research fields as the works are published independently to a given

problem.

• The consensus-based approach focuses on bridging the gap between research and

its practical applications. It tries to combine insights of both fields in order to

come up with a consensus. This setup is used for existing quality frameworks, e.g.

[10, 98]. The consensus-based approach might require many insights into research

fields to provide valuable contributions but due to its practical inputs it is often

widely accepted in practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The methodology of the thesis is split into five main parts. Together they build the

framework needed to answer the research questions stated. The individual parts are

described as follows and linked to the approaches proposed by Moody.

1. Literature search and review: Literature search is conducted starting from existing

work on business process model quality or quality aspects of the modeling process.

It is done via keyword search on literature search engines as well as by retrieving

citations stated in existing research work. If new topics arise in the research field

that have not been found so far, literature search follows the topics using keywords

based on the issue. The literature usually used the theory-based approach to derive

the results. The literature is reviewed for its impacts towards the research questions.

This phase contributes to the analytical phase as the literature review analyzes

existing research work. Important findings of the literature review are shown in

Section 4.2.

2. Establishing the comprehensive modeling guideline: The results of the literature

review are used and evaluated for their impact on quality with respect to process

models or the modeling process. The results are classified, grouped and sorted

according to their impacts. All aspects together build the comprehensive modeling

guideline.

This phase is based on the analytical approach. Existing research works are syn-

thesized into the comprehensive modeling guideline.

3. Collecting modeling guidelines from industry partners: To enable an evaluation of

the practical impact of modeling guidelines, industry partners are asked to provide

their modeling guidelines. The organizations are identified using existing contacts to

industry partners of two research institutes, the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin and

the Technical University of Eindhoven in The Netherlands. Descriptive information

on modeling guidelines is given in Section 6.1.

4. Evaluating industry guidelines: This phase covers the evaluation of the modeling

-9-



1 INTRODUCTION

guidelines provided by industry partners. The comprehensive modeling guideline

serves as baseline for the evaluation. The industry guidelines are evaluated against

the comprehensive guideline. Issues and findings recognized during the evaluation

are documented and discussed.

The analytical and consensus-based approaches are used in this phase. The analyt-

ical part applies to the mapping and the corresponding evaluation. The consensus-

based approach investigates the gap between research and practical application of

guidelines. The evaluation is shown in Chapter 6.

5. Discussing the evaluation: The results of the evaluation are discussed for their

impact on the comprehensive modeling guideline. If certain aspects of industry

guidelines are not yet covered in research, but found to be valid, they are added

to the guideline. Thus, the value of the comprehensive modeling guideline further

improves.

This phase is analytical and consensus-based as it tries to synthesize insights from

guidelines which stem from practical insights and knowledge. The discussion and

its results are presented in Section 6.4.

1.4. Structure of this Thesis

The remainder of this thesis proceeds as follows. The following chapter introduces business

process management. It starts with the history of business process management in Section

2.1 and continues by explaining the concept of BPM in Section 2.2. The importance of

business process modeling is highlighted in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents the modeling

process.

Chapter 3 introduces quality aspects within business process modeling. Section 3.1

describes quality aspects that can be measured and controlled within the modeling process.

The characteristics of process model quality are introduced in Section 3.2. A discussion

of errors in process models in Section 3.3 states the importance of quality checks.

The derivation of the comprehensive modeling guideline is described in Chapter 4.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Section 4.1 shows the general approach. Existing quality frameworks and important

research work are presented in Section 4.2 and reviewed in Section 4.3. The guideline

is established by consolidating relevant aspects into one framework. The procedure and

its details are proposed in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 summarizes the establishment of the

guideline.

Chapter 5 describes the final comprehensive modeling guideline. Section 5.1 presents

the structure of the modeling guideline. Its content is shown in Section 5.2. The quality

aspects are described using a common pattern shown in Section 5.3. The contributions

of existing research work to the modeling guideline are shown in Section 5.4.

The evaluation of industry guidelines is an essential part of this thesis. An overview

and a classification of all industry guidelines are given in Section 6.1. The evaluation

itself is described in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 comprises the results of the evaluation and

Section 6.4 discusses them. The summary in Section 6.5 closes the evaluation.

Chapter 7 outlines the contributions of this thesis. Section 7.1 summarizes all results

concerning the comprehensive modeling guideline. Section 7.2 discusses implications for

current research, practitioners, and tool vendors. Possibilities for future research are

highlighted in Section 7.3.

Due to the size of the comprehensive modeling guideline and its extensive description,

the modeling guideline is shown in Appendix A. All quality aspects are explained in

detail. A condensed version of the comprehensive modeling guideline is shown in Appendix

B. This version covers the full structure of the guideline but does not describe the aspects.

It can be used as a checklist.
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2 BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT

2. Business Process Management

Today many organizations focus on a process-oriented way to manage their business. This

idea is taken on by the concept of Business Process Management (BPM). Organizations

attempt to improve their business performance by applying BPM methods. BPM has

become an essential way of controlling and governing business processes. For organizations

it is generally important to discover, control, and improve their processes to increase their

total revenue, their customer satisfaction or to ensure regulatory compliance as in the

introductory example. To allow this, the processes under treatment must not only be

understood by the business departments but also by IT departments. Today, business

processes are run and supported by different kinds of IT systems. Given that, business

process models serve as means of communication among the stakeholders from business

and IT departments. An essential part of BPM as a management concept is business

process modeling. The modeling of business processes requires an abstraction from real-

world processes in order to map them into process models. Within modeling it is essential

to achieve high quality of the business process models. Only then, the models can best

serve their modeling purpose and are useful for the management of business processes.

This chapter is structured accordingly. Section 2.1 introduces the historic evolution

of BPM. Section 2.2 discusses the BPM approach and explains its detail. An important

part of the holistic approach is the modeling of business processes. Section 2.3 gives

an overview on business process modeling and situates it in the framework of BPM. The

actual modeling process and its features are explained in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 concludes

the importance of BPM and shows the contributions of this thesis.

2.1. The History of BPM

The foundation of business process management lies in business adminstration and in-

formation systems. BPM deals with the coordination of activities in business processes

within and between organizations. The activities of interest must be identified to allow
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coordination among them. An early organization theory recommended to use subdivi-

sion of labor to identify single activities [27, 99]. The activities can then be coordinated

and the processes optimized accordingly. Coordination and optimization are essential

concepts in modern business process management to achieve high total revenue. The de-

scription of workflow is yet another contribution to BPM. Nordsieck was among the first

who described that individual activities can be assigned to appropriate members within

the organization [74]. He discovered that the order of work steps can be changed and

supported by IT systems in an automated fashion.

In the field of information systems the development of technologies like databases or

enterprise applications enabled new possibilities to coordinate individual tasks in orga-

nizations. At that time, the main research focused on the development of methods and

techniques to store and handle information. Nevertheless, early prototypes showed that

it was possible to combine the field of information systems with business administration

and, thus, support the management of business processes. However, in those early stages

it was not possible to capture and handle all dynamics within organizations, but the basis

for research in office automation was laid and continued [22].

In the 1990’s new innovations and technologies flattened the way for BPM and its

automatization. Workflow management was invented and new ideas brought into the

BPM area. Methods like business process reengineering were taken by commercial vendors

who built new products [38]. These products made use of several techniques in the field

of information systems and helped to analyze and optimize existing business processes.

The organizations recognized that their business processes became more efficient and

consequently started using these systems. The incompatibility of different systems at that

time caused severe problems. However, the introduction of communication standards and

distributed systems greatly contributed to the success of workflow management systems

[34]. Later innovations, e.g. eXtended Markup Language (XML), contributed to establish

research in that area which brought in further results, e.g. BPMN [112], BPEL [3], or
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web service technologies [42].

Today, business process management is considered to support many aspects concern-

ing business processes in and among organizations. These aspects include, e.g, advanced

reporting and analysis technologies, quality assurance of processes, the automatic execu-

tion of processes with workflow management or the optimization and redesign of business

processes. Nowadays, BPM allows organizations to abstract business processes from tech-

nology innovations and enables them to change their own business quickly according to

their changed needs, customers, or regulatory compliance.

2.2. The Concept of BPM

Business process management is a holistic management concept that considers organi-

zational as well as technical aspects. The concept aims at improving existing business

processes in their efficiency and effectiveness. BPM considers two important aspects: the

business processes and their management. Business processes consist of a set of related

activities which are performed to achieve a specific business goal [111]. The processes are

directed by business objectives and the organization’s environment [7]. These processes

are the main instrument within BPM. Their characteristics are important to apply appro-

priate management tools and to drive changes in processes. Given that, business process

management is concerned with the support and continuous improvement of business pro-

cesses. Several methods, techniques, and software to design, enact, control, and analyze

these business processes are used [111, p.5]. BPM also encompasses organizations’ assets

like humans, applications, documents, organizational units as well as other information

sources or systems. With an active management these strategic measures are taken and

used to optimize the value of the business processes.

Business processes can be categorized according to their purpose. Van der Aalst and

Van Hee used three different categories: production, support, and managerial processes

[104]. The authors define the types as follows. Managerial processes define and coordinate

the other two process types, e.g. through strategic management. They define goals,
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preconditions, and constraints for the other process types. Support processes ensure that

the production processes run smoothly within their environment, e.g. providing technical

support or HR processes. Production processes generate business value, usually in the

form of services or goods, e.g. manufacturing or sales processes. These objects are sold to

customers and, thus, revenue generated by the organization. However, business processes

can also be classified differently (see [19, 52]).

The management activities within business process management can be arranged in

a process lifecycle. The lifecycle is taken from [114] as this model complements other

lifecycle models and further shows artifacts. The lifecycle in Figure 1 depicts all man-

agement activities important for BPM. The individual phases are shown in their logical

order. However, the different phases are not put in a temporal order [111, p.11]. Certain

phases can run concurrently which is common for large modeling projects due to different

design and implementation activities. The individual phases are described as follows:

Figure 1: BPM Lifecycle
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• Analysis: The BPM lifecycle begins with the analysis of a certain situation. During

the analysis the organization and the process structure is investigated to conclude

and derive requirements.

• Design: The requirements serve as important input for the design phase. Within

this phase the business processes are identified. The process characteristics, the

resources, the order of activities and organizational aspects are determined. The

details are usually documented in the modeling process with the help of business

process models (see Section 2.3). The models serve as representation of the real-

world processes. They are checked for their quality within the verification, the

validation and against further quality criteria (see Section 4.2).

• Implementation: The process models serve as input for the implementation phase.

Based on the information in the models, the infrastructure for the business pro-

cesses is set up. Depending on the modeling goal, the technical implementation

incorporates, for instance the configuration of software or staff training. For the

automatic execution of business processes the process model serves as blueprint for

the configuration.

• Enactment: In this phase the business processes run on the technical infrastruc-

ture as set up in the previous phase. Individual cases are handled by the system.

Information about all cases, e.g. time data or resource allocation, is stored in the

infrastructure. This data serves as input for the monitoring and evaluation phase.

• Monitoring: The monitoring of the processes in the system is important to recognize

deviations or problems at an early stage. The monitoring can be done automatically.

The infrastructure can also execute countermeasures to remediate certain problems

or deviations once they are detected by the system.

• Evaluation: This phase compares the actual process data handled by the systems

with the requirements stated in the analysis phase. The requirements stated serve

as baseline for the comparison. In the evaluation new requirements might come up
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which are then fed back to the design phase to change the business processes and

the corresponding process models. Thus, the overall performance of the business

processes is measured and continuously improved.

From the phases in the BPM lifecycle it becomes obvious that business process models

play an important role in the lifecycle. If the quality of the business process models is

poorly monitored in the design phase (or not at all), the quality of all later phases will

be affected negatively. Therefore, quality assurance of the process models is an goal the

modeling project should focus on. In practice, however, the quality of process models

seems not to be treated as utmost important [70]. Due to this, process models often

contain errors (see Section 3.3) that may lead to problems in later phases of the lifecycle

[59].

2.3. Business Process Modeling

In the design phase of the BPM lifecycle business process models are created. At this

stage business process modeling takes place. However, the term business process modeling

requires a detailed definition. First, let’s consider the output of business process modeling.

Real-world or artificial business processes are mapped into business process models. This

explicit representation is an essential concept within BPM. It achieves communication

among stakeholders and creates a common understanding of the processes [111]. Business

process modeling is the human activity that creates business process models. In this

section, the properties of business process models are explained as well as important

components for model creation and the levels of abstraction.

Models are generally characterized by three essential properties: a mapping, an ab-

straction, and a purpose. The mapping refers to transferring a real-world or artificial

object into a model. The level of abstraction is chosen by the process modelers to hide

details that are not relevant for the process model. The purpose of a model is important

to clarify the need of the model. If there is no purpose defined, a model is considered to

be useless. This general definition of models can easily be transferred to business process
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models. These models capture certain business situations which are then represented in

business process models. Summing up, process modelers must always bear in mind the

properties of models to adequately and accurately create them.

Business process models are created based on a specific modeling technique. In practice

several different techniques exist which are suitable for different business domains and

purposes. For the creation of business process models, an appropriate technique must be

chosen. Stakeholders in the modeling technique must then understand it and be able to

apply it. In Figure 2 the components of a modeling technique are shown according to [58].

Each technique consists of two major parts, the modeling language (also called modeling

grammar) and the modeling method. The modeling language can further be divided into

a notation (at least one), its syntax, and its semantics. The modeling notation defines

graphical symbols that process modelers can use to model processes. The syntax states

rules for combining the symbols within business process models. For process modelers it is

mandatory to stick to the rules specified by the syntax. The semantic description binds a

meaning to each graphical symbol to clarify its specific use. The modeling method defines

the procedures which can be applied to create a business process model. Following these

procedures ensures that the resulting model is compliant to the modeling notations used.

In practice, modeling tools play an important role as they are used to create, maintain,

Figure 2: Components of a modeling technique
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and apply business process models. The tools should also be able to provide, e.g. features

for collaboration among process modelers [87].

In the modeling process the level of abstraction must be chosen for models. Abstrac-

tion captures complexity in business processes [111]. Thus, it eases the construction of

business process models through its different abstraction layers. Individual layers help

to present real-world situations from different views, from large-grained to fine-grained

ones. In Figure 3 the levels of abstraction identified by the Object Management Group are

shown. The individual layers are defined as follows. The highest level, the M3-level defines

which meta-metamodels can be used to derive modeling languages. On the M2-level, the

metamodel, a specific modeling notation is chosen and used for creating the models. In

the M1-level business process models are situated which capture the semantics of business

processes. This level, however, might contain several abstraction layers, to further deal

with complexity in real-world scenarios. In practice, this level often covers three or even

more levels. The lowest level M0 reflects individual cases of executed business processes.

On this level the cases follow the model descriptions stated in the M1-level.

In modeling projects usually there is a modeling notation chosen on the M2-level. The

Figure 3: Abstraction layers as defined in the Object Management Group
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M3-level is often not considered but instead a standardized modeling notation is regarded

to fulfill the requirement of the M3-level. The business process models are created on the

M1-level.

2.4. The Modeling Process

The modeling process captures all activities needed to map real-world or artificial business

processes into business process models. Given that, an understanding of the modeling

process is required first. The process involves the identification of information objects

and their description in a formal way, namely in process models. Several research work

examines the modeling process according to its key phases [30, 101]. Within the modeling

process it is essential to identify the involved stakeholders and which activities they take

over. Process modeling is usually not a linear task but in fact rather repetitive and

cyclical until the business process models capture all relevant domain details. In the

next two paragraphs the main aspects of the modeling process and the characteristics of

stakeholders are stated.

The modeling process is commonly understood as information exchange process among

stakeholders. The modeling process usually runs in three phases [30, 39]: the elicitation,

the modeling, and the validation and verification. All phases are described as follows:

• Elicitation: Before information can be captured in models, it must be collected first.

Information collection is applied to the business domain. Information is not only

implicitly available by domain experts but also explicitly by, e.g., graphics, models

or documentation. In the next step all information is made explicitly available

and transferred into an agreed format. Then, all information is reformulated into

an unified format. Within the elicitation phase the stakeholders, especially the

modelers and domain experts, must use their knowledge to gather the information

needed to fulfill the modeling goal.

• Modeling: Given the unified format, the process modelers must discover important

domain facts which should be covered in the models. They have to abstract the
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information given and formalize it into the syntactical form of the business process

models. System analysts also have to reorder or combine certain statements in order

to capture them appropriately in the models.

• Validation & Verification: Once a process model is created, a verification checks

whether a model is syntactically correct. The model is then handed over to domain

experts for validation checks. Domain experts take the model and check whether it

adequately reflects the real business process under investigation. In case of ambi-

guities, the problems in the models are marked for readjustment.

The most important stakeholders in the modeling process are system analysts and

domain experts. Both should meet certain characteristics as they are important within

the modeling process. Information is usually retrieved via natural language which requires

communication and negotiation among stakeholders [85]. Given that, modeling is a highly

interactive process [30]. Initially, the system analysts must be able to state a problem

description requesting information from domain. The analysts, therefore, have to handle

implicit knowledge and must validate several pieces of information for their consistency

[39]. Domain experts must be able to describe complex situations by providing separate

chunks of information. The analysts validate this information and judge its significance.

Both parties must be able to think on abstract levels to capture and elicit all relevant

domain information.

Within the modeling process collaboration among stakeholders is important. Collab-

oration improves the communication and negotiation. Ssebuggwawo et al. [100] examines

collaborative modeling by looking for rules, goals and interactions. Other studies show

how collaborative tools support the quality of the modeling process and business process

models [39, 88]. Collaboration helps to gather domain knowledge which is distributed

among individual domain experts. Hoppenbrouwers et al. argue that there are different

views of stakeholders in modeling projects which support or hinder collaboration among

them [39]. Thus, it is important to know these dialogue styles to make best use of it in
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the modeling process.

2.5. Summary

In this section we first looked into the history and the evolution of business process

management. Modern IT technologies greatly support the management concept. BPM is

now widely used in organizations to focus on business processes and their characteristics.

We showed the BPM lifecycle and explained its individual phases. Emphasis was put on

business process models, their quality, and their impacts within BPM. Business process

modeling and its components were explained. Different abstraction levels for BPM were

also shown. Finally, the modeling process and the characteristics of its stakeholders were

explained.
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3. Quality in Business Process Modeling

One goal of this thesis is to establish a comprehensive modeling guideline that consolidates

quality aspects of the modeling process as well as aspects dealing with the quality in

business process models. This chapter handles quality criteria in both areas. In Section 3.1

quality dimensions of the modeling environment are introduced. The focus of Section 3.2

is on aspects specific for process models. Section 3.3 presents reasons for monitoring and

measuring quality aspects within business process modeling due to high errors contained

in process models.

3.1. The Modeling Environment

The modeling process is considered as the process to map information and make it ex-

plicitly available in models. It is set up in an environment that influences it [62]. Due

to decision that must be taken in the environment the modeling process is constrained.

Quality aspects in the environment must be controlled in order to achieve high quality of

the modeling process.

Modeling activities start within modeling projects. Project-specific characteristics

drive implications towards quality aspects of the modeling process. The project is set

up to follow specific modeling goals which actually influence the modeling process [46].

Based on these modeling goals, e.g. documentation of business processes, the modeling

process changes. The quality of the goals must be documented so that it can be measured.

Additionally, stakeholders participate in the project fulfilling different project roles, e.g.

process modelers [30]. Certain stakeholders elicit their knowledge which is mapped into

models while others actively engage modeling activities or are affected by the project.

Given that, stakeholders work in different areas where they must have or provide knowl-

edge about specific areas. The quality of the knowledge provided should be ensured as it

largely influences the modeling process [5]. Further, organizations start modeling projects

while focusing on organizational goals which must also be taken into account during the
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modeling project [111, p.17]. Based on these goals quality aspects can be derived.

Another important part of the modeling environment is the infrastructure used to

create the models. The infrastructure determines the modeling notation(s) to be used as

well as the modeling method [62]. The modeling notation must be known together with

its details. Certain quality aspects, e.g. ambiguities in notations, should be analyzed and

specified before using and applying modeling notations in practice [71]. For a systematic

design of process models several decisions, e.g. the number of abstraction layers, are set

and enforced while using the modeling method [9]. Systematic design is the approach to

create models and link them according to a described methodology, e.g. to assure that

models in a layer are of the same abstraction level. This aspect is especially important for

large modeling projects where many models are created and handled. The definition of

quality aspects for a systematic design improves the governance of the modeling project.

Summing up, quality aspects can be defined according to project-specific characteris-

tics. The modeling process is the essential process that creates the process models. The

process is influenced largely by its environment. Thus, quality criteria of the environment

should be defined and controlled to achieve and ensure quality. Most quality aspects re-

garding the modeling process are set up and documented during the initialization phase

but should be monitored during the project.

3.2. Process Model Quality

Business process models are the output of the modeling process and can be seen as the

products of the design phase. Quality assurance of the models is an essential part of

business process modeling. Thus, it is important to state the quality aspects for process

models. This allows checks to satisfy the requirements stated or implied to business

process models. The quality of process models is measured using specific details of the

models.

The verification and validation are the most important quality aspects for business

process models [84]. Based on the syntactical definition of the modeling notation, the
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model is verified for syntactical quality, e.g. for syntactical invalidity. Syntactical correct-

ness ensures that process models are correctly modeled according to a specified modeling

notation. Syntactic quality is the basis for semantic quality aspects. Semantic quality

checks measure how well process models reflect real-world situations. The checks analyze

whether the content of process models is suitable for the modeling goals stated and wether

models can be used for their application purpose. The two quality dimensions are essential

as they check whether process models meet the modeling goal. Besides the verification

and validation there are further quality aspects with respect to process models.

Within the design space of models there are certain possibilities to manipulate them,

e.g. by the layout or the model structure [4]. Up until now, there is no comprehensive

list presenting the factors how to judge these manipulations as certain measures, e.g. the

shapes of nodes, rely on the perception of individual stakeholders. These aspects deter-

mine the comprehensibility of process models and how well they can be understood by

stakeholders. Given that it is essential to focus on measures that improve the compre-

hensibility to support stakeholders in their tasks to understand the model contents. With

the help of several experiments and methods, researchers identified influence factors to

process model quality (among others [57, 63, 71, 80, 81, 105]). Some of the factors are

already used in practice, e.g. avoiding line crossings. Although the factors are known,

factors of business process models, e.g. visualization rules, are often measured subjec-

tively or by rules of thumb [71, 76]. With the help of explicit quality definitions this can

be avoided and the quality checks can be made objective.

In order to assure and improve the quality on business process models the influence of

all factors must be defined, documented, and measured throughout the whole modeling

project. Only then high quality of process models can be achieved.

3.3. Errors in Process Models

From the field of software engineering it is well-known that design errors should be avoided

as early as possible. The later errors are detected the higher are the costs and efforts to
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remediate them [11, 70, 84, 109]. Given that, practical applications in BPM should

establish quality checks to avoid design errors and, thus, improve the modeling process

and the quality of the business process models. However, it is surprising that process

models used in practice contain many errors, e.g. [9, 36, 58, 67]. Possible reasons for the

amount of errors are lack of modeling experience among stakeholders, the large size of

modeling projects or poor use of verification and validation techniques [59]. The amount

of errors clearly impacts the quality of the corresponding process models, especially if

these models are used in implementation projects where errors are detected late.

The large amount of errors in process models shows that there is an ultimate need for

measures to assure process model quality. Methods for the error detection and correction

can be built into modeling tools. Appropriate tool support can help to avoid errors

already in the design phase of models if tool support uses techniques to detect and/or

correct errors. However, tools cannot prevent all errors. The training of stakeholders

on modeling, verification, and validation techniques will be of great benefit for error

prevention.

3.4. Summary

In this chapter factors influencing the quality of the modeling process and process models

are shown. This thesis aims at consolidating the quality factors into a comprehensive

modeling guideline. The guideline should help to improve the quality of both aspects in

real modeling projects.
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4. Establishing the Modeling Guideline

The main motivation of this thesis is to create a comprehensive modeling guideline for

business process modeling. This chapter describes how the comprehensive modeling guide-

line is established. Section 4.1 introduces the methodology to create the guideline. Section

4.2 presents research work that is identified and contributes quality aspects for the guide-

line. In Section 4.3 frameworks on process model quality and further research work are

reviewed and checked whether they provide quality aspects relevant for the comprehen-

sive modeling guideline. The review filters the information which is used to build the

comprehensive modeling guideline. Section 4.4 illustrates the approach to establish the

guideline with the help of an example.

4.1. Methodology

In this section the methodology to establish the comprehensive modeling guideline is

introduced. For the creation process it is essential to state the requirements the guideline

must meet. The guideline is used and applied within business process modeling. The

goal of the guideline is to ensure and improve the quality of the modeling process and the

business process models created. It should create awareness of stakeholders and provide

support and guidance in modeling projects. The guideline should be suitable for different

projects within business process modeling. These requirements and goals must be taken

into account for the establishment of the comprehensive modeling guideline.

The process to create the guideline is split into three major phases.

1. Literature search: The literature search initially starts using keywords, e.g. quality

in process models. If the identified literature might contribute to this research work

it is marked for the review process. Additionally, secondary citations of literature

are taken and followed to identify more relevant research work. Certain topics are

mentioned in research work without being cited. In order to find research work
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related to these topics, appropriate keywords are chosen and used as input for

literature search engines.

2. Literature review: With the help of literature search several quality frameworks

were identified. In order to judge whether the literature is relevant for this thesis,

all identified research work has to be reviewed. In the review process each paper or

framework is read, must be understood and checked for its potential contributions

towards the research project based on the requirement description of the modeling

guideline.

3. Establishing the guideline: The results of the review process are taken as input

to establish the comprehensive modeling guideline. The aspects that meet the re-

quirements for the guideline are consolidated into the modeling guideline. The

consolidation must ensure that the guideline does not contain duplicate aspects.

The process to consolidate aspects works as follows.

• For each aspect and its details it is checked whether they are already contained

in the comprehensive guideline. If they are not contained, the aspect and its

details are taken and mapped into the guideline. In case the aspect or some of

its details are already in the guideline, a further analysis step is necessary.

• In case the quality aspect or parts of it are already contained in the guideline,

it is checked how the conflict can be resolved. There are different scenarios and

dependent on the aspect and the current state of the modeling guideline, the

appropriate measure is chosen.

- No action required: In case the new aspects contains the same details, no

action is required and there are no changes to the guideline.

- Combining aspects: If the new aspect and the aspect of the guideline

deal with the same quality aspects but different details, both aspects are

combined. The details of both aspects are then mapped to the guideline.

- Splitting aspects: Either the aspect in the comprehensive modeling guide-
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line is split or the new aspect is split into at least two parts. The corre-

sponding details must be mapped accordingly.

• While new aspects are mapped to the guideline iteratively, certain issues might

arise.

- For all actions that manipulate the content of the guideline, e.g. restruc-

turing or adding aspects, it must be ensured that no details are lost.

- The more aspects the comprehensive guideline contains the harder the

checks for consistency and conflict resolution. This is due to the fact that

more aspects have to be investigated in each step.

- The quality aspects in the guideline should be grouped according to their

effects on the modeling process or process models. If new aspects are taken

into the guideline, it might be restructured.

- Checks to avoid duplicate quality aspects or details in the guideline are

harder to perform the more aspects are contained in the guideline.

With the help of literature search and review the input for the modeling guideline

is generated. The consolidation process iteratively checks whether the comprehensive

modeling guideline can be enriched with further details that are relevant according to its

goal.

4.2. Existing Research Work

For certain research work the judgement is easy as the work exactly covers parts of the

research topic, e.g. [9, 62, 84]. An important requirement for the review process is that

relevant aspects must be based on empirical evidence. If aspects do not meet this criterion,

literature research starts investigating whether these aspects can be validated by other

research work. Research work that is validated and found relevant is taken as input for

the modeling guideline.

Research work that passed the literature review phase is consolidated in the modeling
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guideline. This section introduces important research work which builds the basis for the

comprehensive modeling guideline. All work is evaluated in the next section.

The Guidelines of Modeling Already in 1998 Schuette and Rotthowe presented their

work towards improving the quality of information models [94]. The authors recog-

nize the importance of information models for and claim that the created models

must be understood. They argue that in the design phase the modelers use subjec-

tive assumptions that influence the way models are created and the model created.

With their guidelines of modeling they deal with subjectivism in the modeling pro-

cess that reducing subjectivism and in turn improves the quality of the created

models. Schuette and Rotthowe do not especially address business process model-

ing as their target group but their approach can basically be transferred to it. In

their work they state six modeling guidelines to manage subjectivism.

1. Principle of Construction Adequacy: In order to create adequate models, a

consensus according to the modeling problem must be found. This consen-

sus lies between the model creator who perceives a certain situation and the

model itself. Further, the authors argue that the type of construction (form of

representation) needs to be defined for the consensus.

2. Principle of Language Adequacy: For the modeling initiative an artificial mod-

eling language is chosen. The language must be suitable and correct for the

modeling project. Suitability means that the modeling problem can be ex-

pressed with the help of the language and correctness means that the language

defines its syntax.

3. Principle of Economic Efficiency: This principle formulates an economic re-

striction for the modeling project. It requires that the feasibility of the project

is always controlled towards economic measures.

4. Principle of Clarity: The comprehensibility and explicitness of the model is

important. Explicitness addresses the filtering of information and hierarchical
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decomposition. Comprehensibility is related to layout design decisions.

5. Principle of Systematic Design: Systematic design is about providing different

views for the same model. These views must be well differentiated from each

other.

6. Principle of Comparability: This principle addresses the semantic comparison

of two or more models.

Guidelines of Business Process Modeling Becker et al. propose a framework of six

modeling guidelines [9]. They state that the quality of process models must be

evaluated in order to argue about the use of process models. The quality assurance

becomes increasingly complex due to the complexity of process models. The authors

identify a set of six guidelines for process modeling that can be applied to existing

modeling approaches to increase the quality of models. The guidelines give hints

for a systematic and adequate design of process models and, thus, should raise the

awareness for quality factors within process modeling. Becker et al. state three

basic guidelines (1-3) and three optional ones (4-6).

1. Guideline of Correctness: It states that models must be syntactically and se-

mantically correct. Syntactic correctness is given when a model follows all

primitives of a modeling notation. Semantic correctness is met when a model

is correct and consistent with the real world.

2. Guideline of Relevance: The guideline enforces a model to be complete regard-

ing the real-world situation. Complete means that all necessary information

about the situation is covered in the process model. It should also be minimal

with respect to its content.

3. Guideline of Economic Efficiency: The guideline introduces a trade-off between

the benefits and the costs of installing all guidelines and enforcing them. It

refers to the feasibility concept and its cost/benefit constraint.

4. Guideline of Clarity: Clarity states that a process must be readable and un-
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derstandable. The guideline is objective to the extent that it mainly relies on

layout conventions.

5. Guideline of Comparability: All guidelines should be used in a consistent way

within a modeling project.

6. Guideline of Systematic Design: Models should be systematically designed with

respect to different views onto them and their relations between each other.

There should be a mechanism to integrate models.

SEQUAL framework The Semiotic Quality (SEQUAL) framework is a top-down qual-

ity framework based on semiotic theory. It was initially developed by Krogstie and

was extended by several works [45, 46, 103]. The general idea of the framework

focuses on the fact that a conceptual model is built upon statements of a language

(in this context the modeling notation) and can therefore be evaluated in semiotic

terms. Krogstie used semiotic theory and divided their quality aspects into syn-

tactic, semantic, and pragmatic ones [45]. The framework presents quality aspects

based on the relationships between the following items: a model, a body of knowl-

edge, a domain, a modeling language, activities of learning, taking action and the

modeling itself. Based on these relationship the SEQUAL framework classifies ten

different quality aspects.

1. Physical Quality: The aspect covers how a model externalizes its content and

how it can be internalized by model readers. It also states measures how to

protect and store models.

2. Empirical Quality: A model should externalize its content well. The layout and

the readability of a model greatly contribute to this. Properties of information

theory should be used to increase the comprehensibility of models.

3. Syntactical Quality: Models must meet the syntax defined by the underlying

modeling notation. Invalid syntactical elements are not allowed. In order

to be compliant to the grammar of the modeling language used, syntactical
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correctness is required. Syntactic quality can be assured by measures such as

error prevention, error detection and error correction.

4. Semantic Quality: This quality aspect requires semantic validity and complete-

ness of a model. The model content must reflect the real-world scenario and

contain all elements needed to meet the modeling goal.

5. Perceived Semantic Quality: This aspect deals with different interpretations of

two or more humans reading a process model. Based on the readers’ knowledge

and expertise they perceive a model differently.

6. Pragmatic Quality: Pragmatic quality comprises the correspondence between

process models and the stakeholders’ interpretation of them.

7. Social Quality: This quality aspect measures the degree to which stakeholders

achieve an agreement on knowledge, given process models, and the comprehen-

sion of these models.

8. Knowledge Quality: Knowledge is important within modeling initiatives. Stake-

holders must provide their knowledge which is then covered in models. This

knowledge must first be identified and then retrieved from stakeholders. The

aspects also cover issues like stakeholder training to improve the knowledge of

stakeholders.

9. Language Quality: This aspect deals with the modeling notation used for a

project. The notation should be appropriate for the domain and expressive for

the stakeholders using it. Further, stakeholders must be able to understand

the notation.

10. Organizational Quality: Organizations always focus on their organizational

goals. Most often these goals influence the modeling project and even put

requirements on them.

Conceptual Modeling in Quality Perspective The book written by Krogstie and

Sølvberg deals with conceptual models [47]. Process models can also be seen as
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conceptual models. The authors explain the modeling process and focus on qual-

ity assurance of conceptual models. In the book, several mechanisms and different

perspectives for the modeling process are provided. A framework focusing on qual-

ity in modeling is presented. The authors base the introduced quality aspects on

the ones of SEQUAL framework. The book describes the aspects in greater de-

tail. Based in the initial definitions of the aspects an important part of the book

are means to achieve aspects of quality, e.g. how to achieve syntactic quality [47,

pp.131-142]. These means are important contributions as they can be used and ap-

plied in practice. The book also focuses on quality aspects of the modeling process,

e.g. stakeholders participation [47, pp.258-261]. Thus, is provides measures for the

design phase and the actual process models.

SIQ Framework Reijers et al. present a framework on process model quality [84]. SIQ

stands for Simple Integrates Quality. The authors argue that there is a need to

govern the quality of business process models. In practice there is lack of support

for quality assurance. Thus, they base their framework on three important quality

aspects of process models. The authors explain how these aspects are defined and

how they can be assured in practical projects. Approaches to check quality in

practice are further contained in the framework.

• Syntactic Quality: A process model must always be syntactically correct. It

must be correct according to the syntax and vocabulary of the modeling lan-

guage. Syntactic quality is assured by verification which checks formal proper-

ties of a model. Verification checks static and behavioral properties of a model.

With the help of certain measures of correctness-by-design, syntactic quality

is ensured in process models.

• Semantic Quality: Process models capture real-world or artificial scenarios.

However, they have to express valid and complete statements about these sce-

narios. Completeness means that the process models do not miss important as-
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pects which are needed to meet the modeling goal. Semantic quality is checked

by validation. The authors suggest to use simulation or paraphrasing tech-

niques [84]. In order to validate models humans check whether they capture

correct information. In order to ensure truthful-by-design, process mining or

natural language processing can be used to create semantically correct process

models from the start.

• Pragmatic Quality: Reijers et al. relate pragmatic quality to the extent of how

well stakeholders understand process models. The models should be created

so that they are understandable. The corresponding quality checks are related

to the clarity and readability of process models. In order to ensure pragmatic

quality the authors suggest to use the Seven Process Modeling Guidelines as

defined in [65]. This set of guidelines is based on empirical evidence and can

be used to create models understandable-by-design.

Process Model Quality: A Framework and Research Agenda Mendling et al. es-

tablish a framework that identifies quality factors and their effects for the modeling

process [62]. The authors argue that there is a lack of understanding how quality is

managed in the modeling process. They investigate the modeling environment and

the modeling process to identify factors that influence quality of process models.

The identified factors as well as existing insights are covered in the framework. The

authors state that certain aspects need further investigation and they position their

framework also as research agenda.

• Modeling Process: The modeling process incorporates the modeling purpose

which is the driver of the initiative. The modelers and the modeling stakehold-

ers provide their knowledge needed for the modeling process. Their knowledge

is then covered in the process models.

• Process Model as an Artefact: The authors state that there are different mea-

sures for process models. Regarding the model quality they refer to the SIQ
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framework.

• Application Process: Depending on the modeling purpose and the application

purpose of a model, different details of the domain need to be mapped into

process models. Further, it must be emphasized that process models are used as

means of communication and must fulfill certain properties for model readers.

• Modeling Infrastructure: The infrastructure sets the basics for the modeling

project. The modeling language with its syntax and semantics is chosen as

well as modeling tools. Within the project certain modeling conventions may

be needed. For the modeling approach the modeling language is important as

certain quality factors rely on it or are at least influenced by it.

• Project Support: The modeling initiative needs support from the project

leader. Top management support pushes the project against resistance. Re-

source availability is important for the project as, e.g. domain experts are

needed to express their domain knowledge. Resources can, e.g. be people

or tools. Project management is important to guide the approach with best

practices and to follow up project-specific problems.

Seven Process Modeling Guidelines This research work presents a set of seven guide-

lines for process modeling [65]. One problem of process modeling is that process

modelers are often not focusing on model quality or they face problems to apply

certain quality features. The seven guidelines are based on empirical evidence and

intuitive to practitioners so that they can directly be applied in practice. They

support the modeling process right from the scratch but can also be used to check

existing process models. The authors emphasize that their guidelines do not change

the semantics of a given process model. Instead, the guidelines rely on the fact that

process models can be drawn differently with the same behavior. The guidelines are

as follows.

1. G1 Use as few elements in the models as possible: Larger models are known to
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contain more errors and have a higher error probability than smaller models.

2. G2 Minimize the routing paths per element: Elements in process models with

a high degree of input or output edges are harder to understand by model

readers.

3. G3 Use one start and end event: The number of start and end events increases

the error probability in models. The guideline is further helpful for analysis

techniques of process models.

4. G4 Model as structured as possible: This guideline states that all split-connectors

should be closed by corresponding join-connectors. Then a model is structured.

Structured models are known to have less errors and are easier to comprehend.

5. G5 Avoid OR routing elements. Due to the semantic ambiguities of OR-join,

this type should be avoided. Models avoiding this type are known to be less

error-prone.

6. G6 Use verb-object activity labels: The recommended labeling style for activi-

ties in process models is the verb-object style. This type has been found to be

less ambiguous and more useful than other labeling styles.

7. G7 Decompose the model if it has more than 50 elements: Large models tend

to have more errors. This guideline suggests to decompose large models if they

contain about 50 elements due to their error probability.

The authors further investigated the priority of guidelines. They conducted an

experiment with practitioners and asked for their subjective priorities. An important

outcome of this experiment is that practitioners consciously used certain guidelines

although the guideline was not published at that time.

Other work There is extensive research work that has not been described in this section.

Most of this research work covers individual quality factors towards the modeling

process or the quality of process models. This work is important to the comprehen-

sive modeling guideline as it enriches the overall framework. Some quality aspects
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are mentioned here.

• Collaboration is an essential aspect in modeling initiatives, e.g. [24, 85, 87,

88, 89]. Certain work describes how collaboration works and how it can be

supported in modeling projects.

• The analysis of success factors in modeling projects allows to address these

factors within the modeling projects, e.g. [5, 91, 95].

• There is a comprehensive set of literature that deals with visualization issues

in process models and the corresponding comprehensibility of the models, e.g.

[4, 6, 13, 20, 21, 26, 63, 71, 72, 79, 80, 93, 102]. These factors shall help to

improve the quality of models.

• Further research work analyzed the modeling process and its characteristics.

The insights are valuable insights and should be addressed within quality as-

surance, e.g. [10, 14, 30].

• Other research work analyzes errors in existing process models. The analysis

investigates where errors usually occur and try to establish solutions to avoid

errors in process models, e.g. [18, 36, 49, 50, 57, 59, 60, 67].

4.3. Review of Research Work

With the help of the literature search process, research work is found and initially checked

for its use in this thesis. However, all research work is reviewed in order to ensure its rele-

vance towards the establishment of the comprehensive modeling guideline. Some research

work presents quality aspects that are not within the scope of this research. These parts

are excluded from the evaluation phase. The consolidation must consider that different

research work might point to different details of the same quality aspects. These details

are important for the synthesis of quality aspects. This section shows important results

of the review process. The research work presented in the previous section is reviewed

and checked whether the quality aspects can be used and integrated into establish the

comprehensive modeling guideline.
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The Guidelines of Modeling This guideline is among the first works presenting guide-

lines for modeling. The six principles cover important issues of the modeling process.

The guidelines can be applied to several modeling techniques and mainly focus to re-

duce subjectivity in the modeling process. The guideline of clarity provides aspects

that can directly be applied to process models.

Guidelines of Business Process Modeling This work covers six modeling guidelines

dealing with aspects of the modeling process. The guidelines do not provide infor-

mation how to operationalize them in practice. However, they raise awareness for

important categories which need to be monitored to increase the quality in process

modeling.

SEQUAL framework The framework covers several quality aspects which are based

on relationship between different items. Due to the scope of this thesis one quality

aspect is excluded, namely language quality. The decision which modeling notation

to choose is out of scope. All other quality aspects of the SEQUAL framework

are relevant for evaluating the quality of business process models or the quality of

the modeling process. Individual aspects lack sufficient measures to operationalize

them.

Conceptual Modeling in Quality Perspective This work is mainly similar to the

aspects of the SEQUAL framework. The authors explain individual aspects in

greater detail and emphasize them by stating certain examples. This assists to

operationalize aspects by appropriate means to ensure certain quality aspects in

practice. The authors cover quality aspects for process models as well as for the

modeling process.

SIQ Framework The framework focuses on process model quality. It distinguishes and

focuses on three quality criteria (syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic). The frame-

work is powerful with regard to these aspects as it states how to operationalize

them. The framework focuses on the quality assurance of business process mod-
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els. It motivates to use the criteria to measure and improve the quality of process

models.

Process Model Quality: A Framework and Research Agenda The framework cov-

ers important aspects of the modeling process and process models. Certain parts

are out of the scope of this thesis: project support, the modeling language, and

modeling tools. One aspect of project support, resource availability, is kept as cer-

tain stakeholders in the modeling process must be available. The other two aspects

in project support are excluded as they rely on specific organizational characteris-

tics. The quality framework contributes valuable insights to ensure quality in the

modeling process and models.

Seven Process Modeling Guidelines This research work presents seven guidelines.

The strength of these guidelines is that they are based on empirical evidence and

presented in a way to be intuitive to practitioners. The guidelines focus on the

quality of process models.

Other work The research work covered in this section focuses on individual quality

aspects of process modeling. Individual insights are consolidated into the compre-

hensive modeling guideline. The aspect in this section focus on both the quality of

process models and the modeling process.

4.4. Setting Up the Modeling Guideline

With the help of an example the general approach to establish the comprehensive modeling

guideline is illustrated. In the example two quality frameworks serve as input for the

guideline. The first framework is the Guidelines of Business Process Modeling and the

second one is the SEQUAL framework. Initially, there are no quality aspects contained

in the guideline. The quality aspects of the frameworks were reviewed and checked. They

are suitable for the modeling guideline. The individual quality aspects of the frameworks

shall iteratively be integrated into the guideline.

The Guidelines of Business Process Modeling provides six guidelines as input. All six
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guidelines are relevant for the comprehensive modeling guideline. The guidelines described

separated quality aspects. As the comprehensive guideline does not contain any quality

aspects, all six guidelines can iteratively be mapped into the guideline. In each step, it is

checked whether there are conflicting aspects. There is no conflict resolution necessary.

Currently, there are six quality aspects in the comprehensive modeling guideline.

The aspects of the SEQUAL framework are now being integrated into the guideline.

In the review of the framework there was one aspect, namely language quality, which was

found to be out of scope for the comprehensive modeling guideline. For each resulting

quality aspect of the SEQUAL framework the appropriate measure is shown.

1. Physical Quality: This aspect is not part of the guideline and integrated to it

accordingly.

2. Empirical Quality: The content of empirical quality overlaps with the Guideline of

Clarity that is part of the guideline. Given that, conflict resolution is necessary.

By investigating both aspect it can be recognized that the definition of empirical

quality provides more details. Thus, both aspects are combined and the aspect in

the guideline renamed to empirical quality.

3. Syntactic Quality: This aspect overlaps with the Guideline of Correctness and must

be dealt under conflict resolution. Here, the Guideline of Correctness is split into

two parts, the aspect of syntactic quality and the aspect of semantic quality. The

aspect of syntactic quality mentioned in the SEQUAL framework is then combined

with the part of syntactic quality of the guideline of correctness.

4. Semantic Quality: Semantic quality of the SEQUAL framework overlaps with the

aspect of semantic quality created in the previous iteration. Both aspects are con-

solidated under semantic quality.

5. Perceived Semantic Quality: This aspect does not overlap and is mapped to the

comprehensive guideline.

6. Pragmatic Quality: This aspect does not overlap and is mapped to the comprehen-
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sive guideline.

7. Social Quality: This aspect does not overlap and is mapped to the comprehensive

guideline.

8. Knowledge Quality: This aspect does not overlap and is mapped to the comprehen-

sive guideline.

9. Organizational Quality: This aspect does not overlap and is mapped to the com-

prehensive guideline.

The quality aspects of the SEQUAL framework are consolidated into the comprehen-

sive modeling guideline in nine iterations. Before this iterations the guideline contained

six quality aspects. After the iterations there are 14 quality aspects consolidated from

both frameworks given as input. Although there are only 14 instead of 15 (6 plus 9) qual-

ity aspects there was no loss of details by performing the iterations. While the quality

frameworks were consolidated two issues occurred. The first issue deals with the renam-

ing of the Guideline of Clarity to empirical quality. As the aspect of empirical quality

contained more details, the aspect was renamed. The renaming is subjective to the per-

son performing the consolidation but names should be chosen appropriate to the content

of the quality aspect. The second issue addresses that there are two quality aspects in

the guideline with similar names, semantic quality and perceived semantic quality. Both

aspects deal with semantic quality but with different details. Therefore, it is important

to distinguish between all quality aspects properly.

The example illustrated the general approach to establish the comprehensive modeling

guideline. This approach answers the first research question of this thesis. For the creation

of the guideline several quality frameworks as well as individual research works dealing

with individual quality aspects were consolidated. The modeling guideline contains many

quality aspects while it is consolidated. In that phase the guideline gets restructured

several times due to the fact that new aspects appear. Restructuring ensures that similar

quality aspects are grouped. This assists the consolidation process to identify aspects that
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focus on specific areas but it also helps users to understand the aspects of the guideline.

In order to establish the comprehensive modeling guideline to answer the research

question of this thesis all quality frameworks introduced earlier were used. Additional

research work focused on individual quality aspects and contributed to improve the mod-

eling process or the quality of business process models. All research work is consolidated

in the guideline introduced in Chapter 5. The full description of the guideline with all

details can be found in Appendix A.

4.5. Summary

This chapter covers the approach to establish a comprehensive modeling guideline. Liter-

ature search identified scientific work focusing on the quality of the modeling process and

on business process models. Several frameworks on process model quality are found. The

general approach to establish a comprehensive modeling guideline for business process

models was introduced. With the help of an example it was shown how the approach

works. The approach was used to derive the guideline which consolidates all quality

aspects identified within the literature search and review process.
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5. The Modeling Guideline

This chapter introduces the comprehensive modeling guideline established by the research

approach described in the previous chapter. Section 5.1 explains the structure of the

guideline and its main columns. The guideline incorporates measures to ensure high

quality in the modeling process as well as in business process models. In section 5.2 the

content of the modeling guideline is introduced. All quality aspects are explained using a

defined pattern that is introduced in Section 5.3. As the content of the guideline originates

from different research works, Section 5.4 highlights their contributions and relates them

to aspects of the established modeling guideline.

5.1. The Structure

The comprehensive modeling guideline is built upon five major categories as shown in

Figure 4. Individual aspects contribute to reach the goal of the category to which they

are assigned. The categories are defined as follows.

• Guideline-specific requirements: Modeling guidelines serve specific purposes within

modeling projects. This category defines aspects that guide users by pointing to

the goals of guidelines and shows how organizations and users benefit from applying

them.

Figure 4: Content of the Modeling Guideline
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• Project-specific requirements: Modeling projects are started for various objectives

and differ in their application areas. Within the BPM lifecycle this leads to het-

erogenous requirements that represent the output of the analysis phase. Based on

the requirements modeling guidelines need to be adapted to suit project-specific

characteristics. The requirements often specify aspects of modeling techniques used

in the modeling process. Adjusting quality aspects ensures that the modeling pro-

cess focuses on the project goals. This category aims at assuring the quality of the

modeling process.

• Requirements for business process models: One goal of modeling guidelines is to

support and improve the quality of business process models. Aspects that support

this approach build this category. They can directly be applied to and measured

on process models. The definitions of the aspects enforce governance and consis-

tency among models. The aspects shall be utilized in the same way for all models.

The measures further aim at improving the comprehensibility that leads to higher

comprehension when models are read.

• Consensus Building: Business process models must be understood by their target

audience. Individual users read models but might perceive them differently. In

modeling projects usually a group of stakeholders must agree on the model content.

Achieving such an agreement is often a major issue. In this category two quality

dimensions that deal with the problem of consensus building are presented.

• Recommended Enhancements: Reading and understanding business process models

is often difficult for stakeholders that lack expertise in business process modeling.

Thus, modeling guidelines should exhibit helpful enhancements supporting stake-

holders.

5.2. The Content

The comprehensive modeling guideline is structured according to the five categories ex-

plained above. The categories differ in their amount of aspects. The category of project-
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Table 1: Content of the Modeling Guideline

Category Content

Guideline-specific Requirements - Scope of the Modeling Guideline

- Content of the Modeling Guideline

- Incentives for the Modeling Guideline

Project-specific Requirements - Definition of the Modeling Project

- Modeling Notation

- Guideline of Systematic Design

- Physical Quality of Process Models

- Tool Support

- Knowledge Quality

- Guideline of Economic Efficiency

- Guideline of Comparability

- Collaboration in Modeling Projects

- Intermediate Quality Checks

- Definition of Terms

Requirements for Business

Process Models

- Syntactic Quality

- Semantic Quality

- Visualization Rules

- Modeling rules

- Rule Priorities

- Activity Labeling

- Business Glossaries

Consensus Building - Pragmatic Quality

- Social Quality

Recommended Enhancements - How Visualization Works

- Secondary Notation

- How to Read Process Models
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specific requirements and the one for process models contains most quality aspects, namely

11 and 7 aspects. Some aspects are split into several sub-categories. The comprehensive

modeling guideline is structured as shown in Table 1. Each individual quality aspect is

explained in detail and in Appendix A which follows the structure of the guideline.

5.3. Description of Quality Aspects

The comprehensive modeling guideline is built upon individual quality aspects. In order

to introduce all quality aspects a pattern-like approach is used. The pattern provides an

abstract form that is applicable to all aspects. The pattern as such does not specify the

content of individual aspects but instead provides the structure used for all descriptions.

This approach is justified as all aspects should be described similarly.

With the help of the pattern all individual aspects are introduced by stating problems

that might occur if the aspect is not dealt properly. Thereafter, solutions to the problems

are shown. The solution especially aims at providing specific measures to remediate or

avoid the stated problems. It is mandatory that the measures can be applied in practice

to improve the quality of the aspects.

The description of the general pattern is as follows.

Number, Title Each quality aspect is categorized under a unique number and a title.

Description A short introduction of the individual aspect is provided.

Problem This component of a pattern describes problems and issues if the quality aspect

is not dealt with properly. It motivates reasons why the quality aspect is important.

Solution The paragraph addresses solutions to remediate the before stated problems

and issues and to avoid them in modeling projects. It highlights the benefits if the

quality aspects are properly used.

Example (optional) If appropriate, examples illustrate the quality aspect and show

how it can be translated into practical use.

Issues (optional) Known issues or problems regarding the quality aspect under treat-

ment are mentioned in this section.
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References (optional) Quality aspects might rely on the definition of others. In such

cases, references to these aspects are stated.

5.4. Relation to Existing Research Work

The research works presented in Section 4.2 are contained in the comprehensive modeling

guideline. As individual quality aspects of the guideline are built using insights of sev-

eral research work, this section shows the contribution of the research works. For each

framework the corresponding category of the comprehensive guideline is stated.

The Guidelines of Modeling The guideline of construction adequacy maps to the as-

pects of semantic quality, social quality and pragmatic quality. The guideline of

language adequacy refers to issues in syntactic quality. The guideline of economic

efficiency, systematic design and comparability establish corresponding quality as-

pects in the guideline. The guideline of clarity contributes to both systematic design

and requirements for business process models.

Guidelines of Business Process Modeling The guideline of correctness is placed in

syntactic and semantic quality. The guideline of relevance is mapped to semantic

quality. The guideline of economic efficiency, systematic design and comparability

establish corresponding quality aspects in the guideline. The guideline of clarity

contributes to both systematic design and requirements for business process models.

SEQUAL framework Basic parts of the semiotic quality framework are mapped to

knowledge and physical quality in project-specific requirements. The aspect of or-

ganizational quality builds a sub-category of the definition of the modeling project.

Three qualities, Syntactical, semantic, and perceived semantic quality, build cate-

gories within requirements of business process models. Pragmatic and social quality

are found in the section of consensus building.

Conceptual Modeling in Quality Perspective This quality framework contains all

quality aspects of the SEQUAL framework and, thus, contributes to the same as-

pects.
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SIQ Framework The SIQ framework deals with the requirements of business process

models. The categories are mapped as follows. Syntactic and semantic quality build

own categories. The aspects of pragmatic quality are mapped to several categories,

e.g. modeling and visualization rules in requirements for business process models.

Process Model Quality: A Framework and Research Agenda The modeling pro-

cess with its characteristics, the application process and its properties as well as the

modeling infrastructure are covered within project-specific requirements. Aspects

referring to process model as an artefact greatly rely on the SIQ framework and

are treated as mentioned before. Resource availability as part of project support is

covered in knowledge quality in process-specific requirements.

Seven Process Modeling Guidelines Six of the seven modeling guidelines proposed

are covered in the section modeling rules. The seventh guideline is covered for ac-

tivity labeling. All seven guidelines are covered in requirements for process models.

Other work Scientific work of this section contributes to several individual categories.

Collaboration is covered in project-specific requirements as a separate aspect. Re-

search work dealing with layout issues and model comprehensibility is covered in

requirements for process models in several categories. Success factors are covered in

project-specific requirements in several individual sections, e.g. intermediate qual-

ity checks. Aspects of secondary notation are mapped to the similar section within

recommended enhancements. Methods to avoid errors in process models are covered

in sections dealing with semantic and syntactic quality.
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6. Evaluation of Industry Guidelines

Modeling guidelines are created to support modeling initiatives in various situations. In

practice modeling guidelines do exist but their impact on modeling projects is known

to be low [63, 70]. Although this issue is recognized by the BPM research community,

there is only little research work addressing the problem. One way to identify potential

issues is to gather information from industry partners that use and apply their modeling

guidelines in real projects. These partners can provide first-hand insights that might help

to remediate problems in modeling guidelines or improve certain parts of them.

In this chapter modeling guidelines provided by industry partners are evaluated against

the comprehensive modeling guideline established within this research. The goal of the

evaluation is two-fold. First, the evaluation shows the extent to which industry guidelines

include quality aspects covered in the comprehensive guideline. Second, the evaluation

reveals differences among industry guidelines. The differences help to identify the areas

which are covered by the majority of industry partners but also those that are less covered.

Both goals aim at finding insights to improve modeling guidelines in order to raise their

practical impact for real projects.

This chapter continues as follows. Section 6.1 describes the approach of collecting

modeling guidelines from industry partners. It shows insights and descriptives of guide-

lines gathered. The evaluation is explained in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 shows the results

of the evaluation which are discussed in Section 6.4. The discussion highlights impor-

tant findings and investigates the results. The evaluation of industry guidelines closes by

summarizing the most important results of the evaluation.

6.1. Descriptives

The basis for the evaluation is a set of modeling guidelines that are used by industry part-

ners in real modeling projects. The application areas of the guidelines differ among the

organizations. Some companies publish their modeling guidelines company-wide where all
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modeling initiatives have to use the corresponding guideline. Other organizations estab-

lished guidelines that they use in current projects. A few organizations use their guidelines

to consolidates best practices within companies. For the evaluation the comprehensive

modeling guideline serves as baseline. The evaluation investigates the gap between the

scientific approach and that of industry partners. The guidelines of industry partners are

usually not accessible as they do not publicly release their modeling guidelines. Conclud-

ing this, industry partners who are potentially willing to share their guidelines had to be

identified and contacted.

Potential partners are identified using contacts to industry partners that work together

with the following two universities, the Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin in Germany and

the Technical University of Eindhoven in The Netherlands. As both institutes work closely

with practitioners a set of industry partners could be established. All identified partners

were contacted by email asking whether they are willing to share their modeling guideline

for the research project. The email contained the research design of this thesis to inform

the partners about the research goal. An incentive for industry partners that were sharing

their guideline was the evaluation of their guideline. The results of the evaluation is sent

back to the industry partners.

The initial list contained 41 industry partners. All were contacted in the second and

third month of this project. From the set of industry partners six did not respond.

Several companies requested additional information about the research project. This

was always provided. However, some companies did not reply further although they

had answered initially. Some industry organizations mentioned that they do not have

modeling guidelines. Other organizations were not willing to participate in the project

or could not provide their guidelines due to legal reasons or company restrictions. With

several organizations non-disclosure agreements had to be set up before they were willing

to share their guidelines. Due to these agreements no company-specific, project-specific

or guideline-specific information will be shown in this chapter.
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In total, 18 industry partners provided 23 modeling guidelines. All guidelines were

checked whether they can be used to answer the research questions of this thesis. The

check showed that four guidelines were not suited for the evaluation and excluded from

the set.

• Three guidelines focused on the methodology for setting up the modeling process.

• One guideline was marked as a draft for a modeling guideline. The document struc-

ture was already written but the content of individual chapters was not available.

The organization further mentioned that it is currently setting up the guideline.

As these four documents did not focus on any quality aspects for the modeling process or

for process models, they could not be seen as modeling guidelines in the context of this

thesis. In total 19 guidelines were evaluated in Section 6.2.

Table 2: Industry Guidelines by Country

Country Amount

The Netherlands 6

Australia 6

Germany 5

USA 1

Switzerland 1

Austria 1

In total 19

In the following, descriptives about the 19 modeling guidelines are stated. Table 2

shows the countries where the guidelines originate from. Most of the modeling guidelines

were provided by industry partners from The Netherlands, Australia and Germany. This

relies on the fact that the industry contacts are mostly based in Germany or The Nether-

lands. The Australian contacts are close research partners of the universities in Berlin
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and Eindhoven.

The collected modeling guidelines differ by the modeling notations used. In Table 3

the distribution of modeling notations is shown. Most guidelines focus on the BPMN

standard followed by the ARIS approach. Five modeling guidelines did not state the

modeling notation used.

Table 3: Industry Guidelines by Modeling Notation

Modeling Notation Amount

BPMN 8

ARIS 4

UML 1

Visio 1

Others 5

The modeling guidelines were collected from a wide range of industry sectors. The

sectors and the corresponding industry partners are the following. The numbers in bracket

map to guidelines shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6.

• Finance sector: a large retail and business bank in The Netherlands (#16), a large

company that performs audits, consulting and financial advisory (#11)

• Consulting companies: a large technology and IT consulting organization (#4),

companies offering business and technology service (#1, #2, #12, #13 and #14)

• Health care sector: a department of health care (#10), consulting companies within

the health care sector (#15 and #19)

• Energy sector: a large electricity supplier in Germany (#3)

• Governmental organizations: a business transformation agency (#5), an agency or-

ganizing e-government standards (#17), a department of transportation and roads

(#8), an agency dealing with Intellectual Property and Patents (#6), a governmen-

tal agency (#9)
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• Transportation Sector: a large container shipping company (#18)

An interesting fact is that the guidelines largely differ in their structure and length.

While some guidelines are written in full text, others only mention phrases or short

statements. Some contain only two pages while others are about 100 pages long. At an

average guidelines are about 40 pages long. The languages differs based on the countries

where the guidelines originated from. About half of the guidelines were written in English,

four in Dutch, and the others in German.

6.2. Evaluation

This section describes the approach of evaluating the collected industry guidelines. The

goal of the evaluation is to show the extent to which modeling guidelines of industry part-

ners cover quality aspects mentioned in the comprehensive modeling guideline as well as

the extent to which these industry guidelines differ. This evaluation does not benchmark

individual modeling guidelines against each other due to the individual characteristics of

them. The guidelines largely differ in their application areas and the projects in which

they are used.

The approach for evaluation works as follows. The comprehensive modeling guideline

created in Chapter 4 serves as baseline for all evaluations. Each industry guideline is

handled individually. Figure 5 Phase A shows the setup for each evaluation: on the left

side the baseline and on the right side the individual industry guideline. The content of

the industry guideline is read and must be understood completely. Based on the achieved

understanding a mapping between the industry guideline and the comprehensive guideline

is established. For all details in the industry guideline it is checked whether they can be

mapped to aspects in the comprehensive modeling guideline. The procedure is shown in

Phase B where an aspect is mapped to one in the guideline on the left side. For instance,

if the industry guideline enforces modelers to draw models from the left to the right, this

aspect is mapped to visualization rules in the comprehensive modeling guideline.
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Figure 5: Evaluation of an Industry Guideline

As the industry guidelines are project-specific, not all details can be mapped to the

comprehensive modeling guideline. Such a situation is shown in Figure 5 Phase C where

one detail is marked with question marks. This happens, for instance, if a guideline

describes how to handle change requests for process models. In such cases, a new category

on the left side is created and a corresponding mapping created. This situation is shown

in Figure 5 Phase D. It is possible that this situation occurs several times for individual

industry guidelines. All new aspects have to be investigated and discussed according to

their impact on the comprehensive modeling guideline. Section 6.4 covers the discussion

of new aspects.

6.3. Results

All industry guidelines are analyzed according to the approach stated in the previous

section. This section shows the results of the evaluation. During the analysis all aspects
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are set to one of the following values:

• 0 = The aspect covered in the comprehensive modeling guideline is not mentioned

in the industry guideline.

• 1 = The aspect is partially mentioned in the industry guideline. Certain issues are

either not explained in detail or missing.

• 2 = The aspect of the industry guideline is mentioned in all details as described in

the comprehensive modeling guideline.

The values of the categories cannot be interpreted as digital values as this would lead

to wrong interpretations. The values must be carefully interpreted and investigated. A

score value of 0 states that the quality aspect is not mentioned. The judgement for a

value of either 1 or 2 is done at the end of the evaluation. It is based on the mapping

between the industry guideline and the comprehensive modeling guideline.

The results of the evaluations are shown in Tables 4, 5, and 6. All three tables are

structured in accordance with the comprehensive modeling guideline. On the left side

quality aspects are listed row by row. The headings of the four main columns of the

modeling guideline are printed in bold. The columns represent individual guidelines of

industry partners. The score value is shown if a quality criterion is at least partially

covered. Score values of 0 are not shown to ease reading the result tables.

The interpretation and discussion of the results is presented in the next section.
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Quality Aspects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Guideline-specific requirements

Scope of the Modeling Guideline 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2

Content of the Modeling Guideline 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2

Incentives for the Modeling Guideline 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 2

Project-specific requirements

Modeling Project

Defining the Modeling Goal 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2

Stakeholder Identification 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

User Perspectives on Process Models 1 1 1 1 1

Organizational Quality 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2

Modeling Notation

Definition of Syntax and Semantics 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 1

Adding or Removing Concepts 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1

Ambiguities in Modeling Notations 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Guideline of Systematic Design

Use of Abstraction Layers 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2

Definition of the Content in Abstrac-

tion Layers

2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2

Reuse of Process Models 1 1 1 1

Metadata for Process Models 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2

Table 4: Evaluation of Industry Guidelines, Part 1
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Quality Aspects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Physical Quality of Process Models 1 2 1 2 1 1 1

Tool Support 1 1 1 2

Knowledge Quality

Knowledge Quality in General 1 1

Knowledge Identification 2

Stakeholder Training 1 1 1 1 1

Guideline of Economic Efficiency 1 2 1 1 1 2 1

Guideline of Comparability 2 1 1 1 2

Collaboration in Modeling Projects 1 1 1

Intermediate Quality Checks 1 2 2

Definition of Terms 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Requirements for Business Pro-

cess Models

Syntactic Quality

Definition of Syntactic Quality 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2

Behavioral Properties 1 1 1 1 1

Correctness-By-Design

Table 5: Evaluation of Industry Guidelines, Part 2
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Quality Aspects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Semantic Quality

Definition of Semantic Quality 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1

Perceived Semantic Quality 2

Semantic Quality Checks 1 1 1 1

Visualization Rules 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Modeling Rules 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1

Rule Priorities 1

Activity Labeling 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2

Business Glossaries 2 2 2 1 1 1

Consensus Building

Pragmatic Quality 1 1

Social Quality

Recommended Enhancements

How Visualization Works

Secondary Notation 1

How to Read Models 1

Table 6: Evaluation of Industry Guidelines, Part 3
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6.4. Discussion

In this section the results of the evaluation are investigated and discussed. The discussion

is split into three parts. First, the results of individual quality aspects are stated and the

results interpreted. Second, aspects that were not covered in the comprehensive modeling

guideline are discussed. Third, observations and findings that were made during the

evaluation of industry guidelines are explained.

6.4.1. Individual Quality Aspects

In this section the results of the evaluation are investigated and discussed for all quality

criteria. For the main columns the results are summarized. Assumptions for low or high

coverage of aspects are stated. The assumptions are based on the results and have not

been verified or discussed with industry partners.

Guideline-specific Requirements

• The scope of modeling guidelines is mentioned in 13 of 19 guidelines. Only 7 guide-

lines define the scope with full details. It can be assumed that in six cases the users

of guidelines are partially informed about the scope, but in the other six cases the

users do not know why and for what reasons they should use the document within

modeling projects.

• Eleven guidelines describe the content to inform users. Only two of them provide

a table of content and a brief introduction of it. Eight guidelines did not provide a

form of introduction. It can be assumed that users are not properly informed about

the guideline content.

• 15 of 19 guidelines state incentives why they should be used. However, incentives

were often spread among the documents. It can be assumed that mentioning the

incentives in the beginning would ease their recognition. Users would know why

they should use modeling guidelines and how they profit from it.
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Summing up the category of guideline-specific requirements, industry guidelines cover

most criteria in this category. The content of guidelines is covered by eleven guidelines

whereas incentives are presented by 15 guidelines. The scope and the incentives are often

properly explained whereas the content often lacks precise information.

Two modeling guidelines (#4 and #19) cover all three criteria of the guideline-specific

requirements and explain them fully. Another six guidelines mention all three criteria but

fail to describe these aspects with all details. Only two guidelines (#4 and #19) described

the aspect of incentives of a modeling guideline properly whereas nine guidelines partially

mentioned this point. Organizations should focus on this issue as providing incentives in

the guidelines can help to achieve a higher practical impact and motivate stakeholders to

use and apply the guideline.

Project-specific Requirements

• The characteristics of modeling projects must be known to derive certain specifica-

tions.

- The modeling goal of projects is mentioned in 15 of 19 cases. Nine documents

succeed to fully describe their goals where as six partially describe them. In

eight cases it is assumed that the creators of the guideline failed to mention

them.

- With respect to stakeholders identification only ten of 19 guidelines describe

this fact. Only in one case stakeholder identification is done with full details. It

is assumed that further quality checks are not based on stakeholders demands

due to the fact that they are not defined properly.

- Different user perspectives are described in five of 19 industry guidelines. No

guideline succeeds in explaining this aspect with all details. Due to the low

coverage it is expected that user perspectives do not affect modeling projects

to a large extent in practice.
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- Organizational goals are given in nine of 19 cases. In six of them the goals are

covered with all details. Twelve documents do not state specific organizational

goals. This might be due to the fact that they do not address those in their

modeling projects.

• With regard to modeling notations guidelines should point out three aspects.

- The syntactic and semantic descriptions are stated in twelve of 19 cases. In nine

documents they are covered with full details. However, it must be mentioned

that seven guidelines do not state any information about modeling notations.

Here it is presumed that the organizations missed to explain or reference their

modeling notations.

- In ten cases guidelines add or remove concepts of a modeling notation. Seven of

them cover this with all details. In that cases it is assumed that the notations

was purposefully extended or restricted.

- In eight of 19 guidelines mention that there are ambiguities in the notations

they describe. In all eight cases the ambiguities are covered well.

• Systematic design is categorized by four aspects.

- 15 of 19 guidelines mention abstraction layers and 9 of them explain all details

where six mention the concept partially. The high coverage rate implies that

abstraction layers are highly relevant.

- Ten of the 19 guidelines further describe the content of abstraction layers. The

aspect of abstraction layers is relevant in practice but only four of ten companies

explain the content of individual abstraction layers properly. However, six of

ten guidelines lack precise definitions whereas nine guidelines do not state any

information about the aspect.

- Model reuse is stated by only four of 19 guidelines. All four documents do

not explain how reuse is done in practice. It can be assumed due to the low

coverage rate that process models are not often reused in practice.
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- Nine of 19 guidelines explain which metadata process models should include.

In five cases metadata is described in detail. It seems that in practice metadata

is often attached to process models but not seen as highly relevant.

• Modeling projects often rely on tool support, e.g. using modeling tools. Only four

guidelines describe how tools should be used in modeling initiatives. Only one guide-

line explains the quality aspects the tools support. Although most organizations use

tools for process modeling, they do not cover information about them in modeling

guidelines. It seems that organizations lack awareness that tools can automatically

support process model quality.

• The aspects of knowledge quality are low covered. 17 of 19 guidelines do not deal

with knowledge needed in projects. Only one describes how knowledge is distributed

among stakeholders. Five guidelines mention stakeholder training to improve knowl-

edge quality but do not state how this is done in practice. It is assumed that most

organizations do not treat aspects of knowledge quality in guidelines or the aspect

is not seen as relevant.

• Definitions of terms which are needed to ensure a common understanding in pro-

cess modeling are stated in ten of 19 guidelines. Only one guideline stated proper

definitions. Nine guidelines explained some concepts while 13 did not mention any

definitions. An assumption is that most organizations give training courses where

they explain most of the terms. However, the definitions should still be provided to

assure a common understanding.

• Guidelines usually do not mention intermediate quality checks for process models.

Only three guidelines mention that it is beneficial to perform intermediate checks.

Based on this it is assumed that this aspect is not relevant in practice.

• Four quality aspects (physical quality, the guideline of economic efficiency, the guide-

line of comparability, and collaboration) exhibit low coverage rates. While the first

two are mentioned by seven of 19 guidelines, the latter two are covered in five and
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three cases, respectively.

Both physical quality and the guideline of economic efficiency is fully described in

two of seven guidelines whereas five guidelines lack proper definitions. It is expected

that especially physical quality is often achieved in practice, e.g. with the help of

model repositories. Guidelines might therefore lack to describe this aspect.

In two of five cases the guideline of comparability is documented in detail. Three

guidelines mention the aspect but lack definitions. All other guidelines do not

mention this. However, in modeling projects all rules stated in guidelines should

consistently be applied. Thus, a much higher coverage rate would have been ex-

pected.

Collaboration is only mentioned in three guidelines. All three lack proper defini-

tions. This result is not expected as many modeling projects happen in large and

international organizations where workers are dispersed among many sites. Thus,

collaboration must often be achieved and should be mentioned.

Summing up the category of project-specific requirements, no industry guideline men-

tions all criteria in this category. Out of 20 quality criteria, no modeling guideline covers

more than twelve criteria. Two guidelines incorporate twelve criteria (#7 and #15), two

cover eleven (#17 and #19) whereas further two guidelines cover 10 criteria (#4 and #6).

One guideline (#12) covers only one criterion. On average guidelines mention about eight

criteria. The quality criteria that were best covered in guidelines are modeling goals, use

of abstraction layers, and the definition of syntax and semantic in modeling notations.

There are huge differences when checking guidelines for how well the criteria they

mention are covered. Two guidelines (#14 and #15) do cover eight and twelve criteria

but lack proper definitions for most of them. The criteria should be explained in more

detail. Several guidelines (#2, #5, and #17) describe the criteria they capture well. This

results in the fact that they receive a score value of 2 for many criteria they mention.
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Requirements for Business Process Models

• Syntactic Quality

- Syntactic quality is mentioned by eleven of 19 modeling guidelines. Only one

guideline states all details concerning syntactic quality whereas the other ten

fail to explain it. Eight guidelines do not address syntactic quality at all.

- Behavioral aspects in process models are described by five guidelines. All of

them only partially state the aspects. Based on the results it is assumed that

behavioral aspects in models are handled well in practice or simply not a quality

issue.

- Measures in the category correctness-by-design are not mentioned at all. This

leads to the conclusion that no organization enforces correctness with the help

of modeling tools already in the design phase.

• Semantic Quality

- Ten of 19 modeling guidelines cover the aspect of semantic quality. Only three

of them mention all details. Nine guidelines do not mention the aspect. Al-

though semantic quality is important to process modeling, only a few guidelines

deal with this quality aspect well.

- Only one guideline mentions the issue of perceived semantic quality. All other

guidelines do not mention that models can be perceived differently by humans.

It is assumed that organizations miss this aspect as it happens often in practice.

- Four guidelines state that semantic quality checks are needed but fail to men-

tion how these checks can be done in practice. Users of the guidelines do not

get information how to perform the checks.

• Two aspects with high coverage rates are visualization and modeling rules. Although

it is often not explained how certain visualization rules work, rules are stated in 16

of 19 guidelines. These guidelines mention several rules but fail to cover all rules
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of the comprehensive modeling guideline. With respect to modeling rules 13 of 19

guidelines describe those. Only one document succeeds in explaining all modeling

rules of the comprehensive modeling guideline. It is assumed that rules in the two

categories are easy to set up. This might be the reason why most of the modeling

guidelines contain at least a few rules.

• The rules stated in guidelines differ in their priorities. Only one industry guideline

mentions this issue but does not state how priorities are determined. Based on the

result it is assumed that the priority of rules is not seen as crucial in real modeling

projects.

• Twelve out of 19 guidelines describe that the verb-object style should be used for

labeling activities. One guideline does not clearly state to use the verb-object style

but mentions a rule to create labels. Seven of 19 guidelines do not state any labeling

rule. It can be assumed that activity labeling is an issue in modeling projects in

industry.

• The use of business glossaries is covered in six of 19 guidelines. Only three of the six

guidelines explain how to use the glossaries. The other three guidelines mention this

aspect briefly. It seems that some companies already faced problems with regard to

misunderstandings of terms and, thus, established business glossaries.

Summing up requirement for process models, three of eleven quality aspects in this

category are dealt well. Three aspects exhibit quite low coverage rates of 0% and 5%.

These results indicate that existing guidelines fail to handle quality aspects for improving

process models well. With respect to syntactic quality, all modeling guidelines lack im-

portant aspects. Industry partners should focus more on syntactical quality as it builds

the basis for other quality checks on process models. Also the aspects of semantic quality

are not dealt properly in modeling guidelines. There is a gap between scientific research

and practical implementations of these aspects. Semantic quality should be mentioned in

guidelines as it checks how accurate scenarios are described in process models and, thus,
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it is important for modeling projects.

One guideline (#15) incorporates seven quality criteria and four guidelines cover six

criteria (#6, #9, #18, and #19). Although some criteria can be handled in an easy way

several modeling guidelines do not focus on them or do only partially cover them. The

aspects of visualization rules, modeling rules, and activity labeling are best covered. With

respect to syntactic quality, only three of 19 guidelines (#7, #11, and #18) mention two

of three criteria. With respect to semantic quality, four of 19 guidelines (#5, #7, #15,

and #19) mention two of three criteria. One guideline (#5) covers two criteria of semantic

quality and mentions all details of them.

Consensus Building

• Pragmatic quality is mentioned partially by only two guidelines. The results indicate

that organizations are not concerned with pragmatic quality in modeling guidelines.

• The aspect of social quality is not mentioned in any guideline.

The results indicate that the two aspects are neglected in practice. It can be assumed

that industry partner do not have problems with respect to the issues or they are not

aware of them.

Recommended Enhancements

• No guideline explained how visualization of process models works. This can be an

indicator that industry partners are not aware of this aspect or their stakeholders

receive training to know it.

• The possibility to manipulate process models by secondary notation is mentioned

only by one guideline. Especially process modelers with less experience should

receive help how to change the layout of models in order to achieve certain meanings.

• Only one guideline partially explains how stakeholders should read process models.

All other guidelines do not mention this at all.
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The quality aspects in this category are not treated well by industry guidelines al-

though many stakeholders have to read and understand process models. They are dealt

as recommended enhancements but it is assumed that the aspects lead to higher and

faster comprehension of process models if stakeholders are informed about them.

Summing up the section of individual quality aspects, the following fact turned out.

Modeling guidelines that cover many criteria in project-specific requirements, often cover

requirements for process models well. This is true for the guidelines #6 and #19. Guide-

line #19 is outstanding and performs well in three of the five main sections. Summing up

all results, it must be mentioned that there is a huge difference among individual modeling

guidelines. While certain guidelines lack quality criteria in most sections, other guidelines

cover many quality aspects well. It can be noted that five guidelines (#4, #5, #7, #17,

and #19) are outstanding as they cover many aspects. In total, all industry guideline can

be improved by aspects covered in the comprehensive modeling guideline.

6.4.2. New Aspects

This section deals with the issues that are mentioned in industry guidelines but could not

be mapped to aspects covered in the comprehensive modeling guideline. Each individual

aspect is investigated and checked whether it shall be included in the established guideline.

If aspects enhance the comprehensive modeling guideline, this is clearly stated. The new

aspects are as follows.

• Standardized modeling notations define graphical symbols as well as their semantics.

Although this is done, certain guidelines constrain the use of specific symbols with-

out adding or removing concepts to the notation or explaining ambiguities. These

constraints limit the freedom of process modelers. Symbols that are often put un-

der constraints are, e.g., timer or messaging events defined in the Business Process

Modeling Notation (BPMN). Another example is the exclusive choice gateway where

one of its outgoing edges must be marked as default flow which is not a require-

ment of notations. Instructions for using these symbols often rely on organizational
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properties and are dependent on both the project and notation.

• Several industry guidelines propose control-flow patterns reflecting company-specific

situations that often occur. The patterns are also called design patterns or primi-

tives. They are similar to the workflow patterns introduced by van der Aalst et al.

[106]. However, some guidelines show different patterns tailored to specific process

behaviors occurring in companies. Process modelers are advised to use these intro-

duced patterns to model real-world processes. The patterns are dependent on the

real-modeling projects.

• The maturity of business processes can be measured with the help of the capability

maturity model. A number of guidelines stated how to manage business processes

with this model. However, the management and improvement of the processes

should be part of the modeling methodology in general. Modeling guidelines should

focus on quality aspects of process models and the modeling process.

• Individual guidelines state the general procedure that is used in order to create

business process models with the help of particular modeling notations. The proce-

dure covers activities like requirements analysis to creating and checking the process

models. It also shows which stakeholders are involved in the individual phases and

how process models can be reused. However, the procedure should be part of the

general modeling methodology. Thus, it should not be stated in the modeling guide-

line. Reusing process models is already one aspect in the comprehensive modeling

guideline.

• Releasing and publishing business process models are part of the general modeling

methodology within organizations. Release checks rely on verification and validation

of process models. If appropriate, further quality checks, e.g. for the layout, need

to be performed. The quality checks and their properties are defined specifically for

the organization and are stated in the modeling guideline. The publishing of models

is usually done centrally by a department for quality assurance. Both procedures,
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releasing and publishing, should not be stated in modeling guidelines but the quality

checks on which they are based must be defined in them.

• A few modeling guidelines include checklists for syntactic and semantic checks.

These checklists summarize quality checks which are stated in the modeling guide-

line. With the help of the lists stakeholders can quickly check if, e.g., process models

meet all quality criteria. Checklists can ease the handling of quality checks and can

be added to the guideline if needed for specific projects.

• Several guidelines explicitly state departments as well as contact persons that are re-

sponsible for the development and maintenance of modeling guidelines. The contact

information helps stakeholders who can directly address questions as well as change

requests for the guidelines. As guidelines are part of the modeling methodology

of organizations the contact information should be distributed and communicated

together with the modeling guideline itself.

• One guideline recommends to avoid certain words for activity labeling. These words

are stated in a list. Within quality checks all activity labels are evaluated whether

they contain words in the list. If process models contain such words, the model or at

least the activity label has to be reviewed by the model creator. The list of words is

subjective to the organization that created it. On the one hand, it is recommendable

to check activity labels for such words as some words, e.g. the verbs do or make, can

express many different meanings. On the other hand, organizations have to create

the word lists individually and enforce the quality checks. This aspect can be used

for semantic quality checks and for the creation and use of business glossaries. It is

taken and added to the established guideline in the section semantic quality checks

and business glossaries.

• The horizontal and vertical alignment of activities and other graphical elements is

part of visualization rules in various industry guidelines. The alignment helps to

increase the comprehensibility of process models and assists stakeholders reading
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the models. As the rules are not part of the visualization rules in the comprehensive

modeling guideline, they are added in the section visualization rules.

• In process models several graphical elements are described with text. As the models

are usually created electronically, a specific font and size is used to write text. In

order to increase the governance and visual appearance of models, some guidelines

standardize the font and its size for all models. The standardization helps to avoid

semantic emphasis of elements if process modelers increase or decrease the font size.

However, the guidelines also state whether modelers are allowed to do so on purpose.

The handling of fonts and font size is added to the comprehensive modeling guideline

in the section visualization rules.

The discussion of new aspects revealed three aspects that are taken into the compre-

hensive modeling guideline. Two aspects extend the section visualization rules while one

is covered in the sections of semantic quality checks and business glossary. The established

modeling guideline now incorporates these insights from industry guidelines.

6.4.3. Observations and Findings

In previous sections the results of the evaluation were interpreted and discussed. During

the evaluation and analysis of the results certain observations were made. Several findings

and results might point to problems or issues in guidelines. The observations and findings

are as follows.

• During the evaluations it became clear that some organizations lack awareness for

their own modeling guidelines as they contain errors like typos or formatting issues.

Others mention short statements without explaining the content in a clear and

precise way. Such issues might already explain why potential readers and users are

not satisfied and will not read and use the guidelines in practice. In order to help

potential users, the content must be presented intuitively and explained clearly.

Thus, organizations should increase their efforts to improve their guidelines.
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• The evaluation of industry guidelines reveals that certain quality aspects are miss-

ing in guidelines. Some guidelines cover certain aspects in detail but miss other

aspects completely. Therefore, the assumptions arises that some modeling guide-

lines do lack aspects on purpose. It seems that organizations maintain other docu-

ments that support certain quality aspects. For instance, some organizations have

references to further material explaining the modeling methodology or their BPM

approach. However, those aspects are then not covered in the modeling guideline

anymore. Given that, some guidelines should have been investigated together with

the referenced material. However, this issue first occurred during the analysis and

the organizations did not provide the referenced material.

• Some organizations state that the target audience of their guidelines must have

special training in order to use and apply the content appropriately. Guidelines

should include all quality features even if this information is given in training courses.

Organizations should further target their guidelines towards stakeholders who are

not modeling experts. This especially becomes true if business experts must deal

with guidelines.

• Syntactic quality is often not dealt with modeling guidelines. In interviews with or-

ganizations that provided modeling guidelines they mentioned that syntactic quality

is usually not the most critical problem in modeling projects. Based on this, they

limit the description of syntactic quality in their guideline. On the one hand, or-

ganizations focus on issues where they face most problems. However, on the other

hand syntactic quality is seen as a strong requirement for other quality aspects and,

thus, should be included and explained in modeling guidelines.

• The results for certain quality criteria, e.g. correctness-by-design, collaboration or

behavioral properties in models, indicate that organizations are not aware of certain

issues. Some modeling guidelines are based on experiences or trial and error in real

modeling projects. Each time people make suggestions or state improvements, the
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guidelines are adjusted and new aspects added to avoid problems in future. The

integration of quality aspects which are already known helps to improve industry

guidelines.

• For visualization and modeling rules it was found that most guidelines incorporate

them. Based on the fact that issues like secondary notation are not mentioned at

all, it seems that the rules are known or based on prior experiences. Therefore, it

can be concluded that the working principles of some rules might not be known to

the creators of the modeling guidelines. Stating the working principle of individual

rules or at least building the rules on top of solid arguments helps to convince users

applying the rules.

6.5. Summary

The descriptives in Section 6.1 gave an overview of 19 modeling guidelines collected from

industry partners. The evaluation scheme was presented in Section 6.2. Each industry

guideline was evaluated against the comprehensive modeling guideline. The complete set

of results was shown in Section 6.3 and discussed in Section 6.4. Individual quality aspects

are discussed. Aspects of industry guidelines which were not found in the comprehensive

modeling guideline were presented and checked whether they could enrich it. Important

observations and insights into industry guidelines were presented.

Summing up, industry guidelines differ largely with respect to the quality aspects they

contain. Certain quality aspects are well covered in industry guidelines while others seem

to be unknown or not relevant for specific reasons. With the help of industry guidelines

three quality aspects could be added to the comprehensive modeling guideline. Most

industry guidelines can still be improved. Industry partners can use the comprehensive

modeling guideline as a checklist to identify the aspects which are not covered yet.
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7. Conclusions

In this chapter the conclusions of this research project are drawn. First, the creation of

the comprehensive modeling guideline and the results of evaluating industry guidelines are

summarized. Second, the limitations of this research work and implications for specific

user groups are discussed. Third, suggestions for future research are provided.

7.1. Summary of Results

This section summarizes the results that answered the research questions.

The first research question addresses the creation of a comprehensive modeling guide-

line for business process modeling and how such a guideline can be established. The

approach chosen builds on insights that are based on scientific research and practical in-

put of modeling guidelines provided by industry partners. In Chapter 4 scientific work

was chosen and reviewed based on the research question. For the analysis of existing

modeling guidelines, industry partners were asked to provide their individual guidelines.

The analysis of industry guidelines was done in Chapter 6. The comprehensive modeling

guideline was first established using input of scientific work. It was then enriched accord-

ing to the results of evaluation of industry guidelines. The final guideline is presented in

Appendix A. All quality aspects are described in detail. The comprehensive modeling

guideline can be used as checklist to derive modeling guidelines specifically designed for

modeling projects.

The second research question aims at evaluating quality aspects that should be in-

cluded in modeling guidelines. In order to conduct the analysis of scientific research

work, it must be defined which quality aspects are relevant for modeling guidelines. The

goal of guidelines is to support and improve the quality of the modeling process as well as

the quality of business process models. Consequently, the comprehensive modeling guide-

line includes quality aspects that are relevant to meet this goal. Based on this definition

the analysis of scientific research work in Chapter 4 was done.
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The third research question enforced an investigation to check the extent to which

modeling guidelines in industry cover quality aspects that are known in scientific research.

To answer this question, modeling guidelines provided by industry partners were analyzed

against the comprehensive modeling guideline. An evaluation whether industry guidelines

contain the quality aspects stated in the established guideline was performed in Chapter

6. The results showed that industry guidelines lack certain quality aspects. This is

especially true for syntactic and semantic quality aspects. Other quality aspects, in

particular modeling and visualization rules, are well covered in industry guidelines. The

outcome of the evaluation of industry guidelines is that these guidelines can be improved

with the help of the comprehensive modeling guideline. Industry partners should check

whether they can implement quality aspects of the comprehensive guideline.

7.2. Discussion

This section reflects the approach to establish the comprehensive modeling guideline for

business process modeling from different viewpoints. Limitations and their effects are

described. The comprehensive modeling guideline creates a number of benefits and in-

centives for specific user groups.

The creation of the comprehensive modeling guideline has limitations due to the sci-

entific approach, the evaluation of industry guidelines, and the use of the comprehensive

modeling guideline.

• The evaluation of scientific work for establishing the modeling guideline was limited

to the research work identified. Although there was an extensive literature review,

it is possible that research work that either covers additional quality aspects or

handles quality aspects differently can be found. Additionally, some quality aspects

might change as research continues to investigate them. Given that, the modeling

guideline only reflects the work that was identified. If new research work arises, the

input can be used to adjust the comprehensive modeling guideline.
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• In order to evaluate guidelines used in practice, 41 industry partners were asked

for their modeling guidelines. Although all of them were contacted, only 19 guide-

lines could be collected and analyzed. Given that, the results of the evaluation are

based on this limited set of guidelines. It seems that industry partners are often

not willing to share their guidelines. This also resulted in the fact that several orga-

nizations established non-disclosure agreements. Additionally, industry guidelines

are always created for specific projects. Due to this, individual guidelines cannot be

benchmarked against each other.

• For the evaluation of industry guidelines three categories were used. They indi-

cate whether aspects are not, partially, or fully covered. The evaluation was done

by reading and understanding individual industry guidelines and then judging the

quality criteria. Although it was tried to avoid subjective judgements, they might

have happened during the evaluations. However, they should be reduced to a mini-

mum as the comprehensive modeling guideline that served as baseline was finalized

and documented before the evaluations started.

• Modeling guidelines are always created for specific purposes. Guidelines that are

valid for all purposes and all target audiences will never exist due to the complexity

of real-world situations, different modeling goals and the individual characteristics of

modeling projects. Thus, modeling guidelines will always be based on assumptions

that will constrain certain decisions. The comprehensive modeling guideline might

not fit to all modeling projects. Given that, subsets of quality criteria listed in the

guideline might be accurate for individual projects. However, only those quality

criteria should be skipped which are not applicable for these projects.

• Certain aspects, e.g. modeling goals, in the comprehensive modeling guideline must

be kept on an abstract level due to the fact that the aspects must be specified

according to individual demands. The guideline mentions all aspects but in order

to apply them in specific modeling guidelines they must be enriched with further
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details, e.g. project-specific information.

• The purpose of a modeling guideline depends on its target audience. If a guideline

is created especially for process modelers, the quality aspects of the comprehensive

guideline are needed. If business experts build the target audience, certain aspects,

e.g. modeling rules, can be removed as domain experts provide domain knowledge

and perform semantic quality checks. They usually do not create process models.

Given that, quality aspects in modeling guidelines should be tailored towards the

target audience.

The comprehensive modeling guideline has certain implications for specific areas.

• For research: The comprehensive modeling guideline is the first guideline that com-

bines many quality aspects dealing with business process modeling. It shows how

quality aspects are related to each other and how they affect the quality of business

process models and the modeling process. Given that, it can be used as starting

point for future enhancements. Individual aspects can be taken, investigated and

new research projects started to gain more insights. New research results can be

used to further improve the guideline.

• For practitioners: In real modeling projects guidelines are used to improve the

quality and governance of modeling projects. As elaborated, industry guidelines

often lack quality aspects. The comprehensive guideline creates awareness for the

quality aspects included. Industry partners can improve their own guidelines by

aspects that they were not aware of earlier or which they missed.

The comprehensive modeling guideline can be used to derive new modeling guide-

lines for specific modeling projects. That is the intended purpose of the research

project. If practitioners do this, they might already cover most quality aspects. Fur-

thermore, the quality aspects are based on evidence which will increase the value of

the modeling guideline and the success of the project.

With the help of the guideline specific requirements for tool support can be identi-
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fied. Based on these requirements appropriate tools can be chosen which might help

to enforce certain quality aspects stated in the guidelines. The tools might then

help to improve individual quality factors automatically.

• For tool vendors: Most tool vendors are creating modeling tools for requirements

they consider to be useful for modeling business processes. The vendors might not

be aware of quality aspects which are important for process models. The established

guideline can create awareness by tool vendors for certain quality aspects, e.g. vi-

sualization and modeling rules. The guideline helps to get an overview of what to

judge when reading and designing process models in general. Based on this tool

vendors can develop, build, and improve modeling tools with features that support

individual aspects. Then, the tools are capable of checking and/or enforcing quality

aspects automatically. This would further assist process modelers and improve the

quality of process models.

7.3. Future Research

This section states suggestions for future research.

• One action for future research is to validate the comprehensive modeling guideline.

Validating the guideline means that the quality aspects contained are reviewed and

checked whether it can be proven that they are adequate to ensure high quality of

the modeling process and in business process models. In the current guideline the

aspects are based on evidence. However, a validation is still missing.

• Another issue open for research is the question of how to enforce modeling guidelines

in organizations. Modeling guidelines are usually provided by departments super-

vising modeling projects. Still, there are several questions open for research. Is this

the most efficient way of providing and communicating guidelines to stakeholders,

especially to process modelers? Should there be training courses that explicitly in-

troduce and teach the content of modeling guidelines? How do modeling guidelines
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evolve and how are changes or updates communicated? How do organizations con-

trol whether stakeholders actively use and apply guidelines? The answer to these

questions can provide valuable information on how to further increase the value of

modeling guidelines once they are in place.

• Today businesses are often closely collaborating, e.g. along supply chains, or they are

working together in projects. Then, the problem arises of how to achieve a modeling

guideline that can be used in these collaborations or projects. Organizations often

use different modeling notations or tools. This increases the effort to establish

modeling guidelines that are valid across organizational boundaries. The research

question here is how can such guidelines be created, enforced, and how can changes

be handled among different organizations.

• An immediate application area of the comprehensive modeling guideline is the cre-

ation of project-specific, company-specific, and notation-specific guidelines. Appro-

priate tools could automatically derive modeling guidelines, or at least parts of it, for

specific projects. The research questions are stated as follows. Which information

is needed so that tools are able to derive specific modeling guidelines? How can this

information be derived, e.g. from project specifications? How is this information

provided to the tool? If these questions are answered, tools can largely assist to

create guidelines that are tailored to different requirements.
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Appendix A. The Modeling Guideline

This chapter introduces all quality aspects of the comprehensive modeling guideline. All

individual aspects are described using the description patterns introduced in Section 5.3.

The quality aspects are structured as introduced in Section 5.2.

Appendix A.1. Guideline-specific Requirements

This section covers aspects that modeling guidelines must define. The users of guidelines

must be informed about their purpose and use. Each guideline is designed for individual

purposes to address the goals of the modeling project. Each modeling guideline should

document and clearly state the following quality aspects.

Aspect #1 (Scope of the Modeling Guideline)

Description A modeling guideline is tailored for a specific use. The stakeholders must

be informed about the scope of the modeling guideline.

Problem A modeling guideline serves as document stating instructions on how to model

business processes and to support the modeling process. The guideline serves dif-

ferent purposes depending on the modeling projects or the stakeholders. Different

requirements and expectations usually arise in modeling projects.

Solution The scope definition provides a common understanding of the scope [78, p.110].

In order to allow accurate guidance to stakeholders in modeling projects, this under-

standing is needed ultimately [62]. The scope definition clarifies what the guideline

specifies and states its boundaries [96, p.71]. The projects’ stakeholders need to

know what is included in the scope and what is excluded [32, 78]. Both aspects are

important to stakeholders. The definition also contributes to determine the view-

points of model addressees [94]. The clearer the definition of the scope the better

stakeholders can use the modeling guideline for its designed purpose. The project

scope should also mention organizational goals that are in and out of scope.
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Example A modeling guideline can be designed for a certain group of stakeholders or

for a specific modeling purpose. These decisions must be stated clearly in order to

inform the target audience adequately.

Issues The development of a modeling guideline for a specific modeling project requires

the initial scope definition. However, while a modeling guideline is being developed,

scope changes might occur. In such cases, changes require a redefinition of the scope.

This aspect is generally known from project management [78, pp.109-112].

References The scope definition should also include or reference information about or-

ganizational goals.

Aspect #2 (Content of the Modeling Guideline)

Description The content of modeling guidelines must be presented in an intuitive way.

Problem If the content is not described properly at the beginning, stakeholders will lack

guidance and tend not to use the guidelines.

Solution Guidelines should start with explaining its internal structure by pointing to

its main aspects. A short description of main aspects should follow. This provides

stakeholders with a quick content overview. A table of contents should further

present individual details on a fine granularity allowing stakeholders to browse eas-

ily through the modeling guideline. This ensures high end user satisfaction and

applicability in practice. The content description is important to guide stakeholders

through the modeling guideline.

Aspect #3 (Incentives for the Modeling Guideline)

Description A modeling guideline should state the stakeholders’ incentives for the guide-

line.

Problem In modeling projects all involved stakeholders aim at meeting the modeling

goal. A modeling guideline supports the modeling projects but requires the users to

read and understand the content of the guideline. However, modeling guidelines are
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often regarded as not very useful in the overall modeling process and are therefore

neglected [70, 71]. Furthermore, guidelines used in practice are often not easy-to-

follow which discourages stakeholders to accept and use them.

Solution In order to avoid the mentioned drawbacks, the modeling guideline states the

incentives in a written and comprehensible form. This helps to achieve a high stake-

holder participation and acceptance of the modeling guideline [47]. The incentives

are partially derived from the modeling project or stated by the project leader.

The guideline states all incentives with their definitions. Thus, stakeholders can be

motivated to read, understand, accept, and apply the guideline in practice. The

statement of incentives shall energize people to achieve high levels of performance

during their work while using the guideline [78, p.15]. The presentation of incentives

is necessary in order to convince stakeholders that the guideline can have a dramatic

impact on the quality of business process models and the modeling project [71].

Example One incentive for using a modeling guideline in a modeling project is to enhance

the communication among stakeholders involved [113]. Process models serve as

means of communication especially for non-specialists who are most often business

users [39, 71]. This communication is critical for achieving high quality of process

models as business users need to validate the process models [30, 39, 62, 84, 89].

Issues It might happen that a guideline misses incentives of and for particular user

groups. As soon as this is discovered, modeling guidelines should be revisited and

new incentives covered by the guideline.

References The incentives partially rely on stakeholder identification as incentives are

mentioned for individual stakeholders and their needs.

Appendix A.2. Project-specific Requirements

This section describes aspects that have to be defined before the actual modeling of busi-

ness processes can start. Without a proper specification of these aspects at the beginning

of a modeling project, the business process models will most likely not reach the level of
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total quality the projects aim at. Project-specific specifications build the basis for quality

aspects described in later chapters. It is recommended to determine and derive the qual-

ity aspects as soon as the information about the modeling project is available and clearly

stated.

This section starts with the introduction of the modeling process and shows how the

quality of business process models is determined and maintained. The modeling project

and its stakeholders should be identified and documented. The description of the modeling

notation follows. A systematic design of process models aims at achieving consistency

and governance among models in modeling projects. The definition of knowledge quality

follows. Several guidelines supporting the actual modeling phase in the project close the

section of project-specific requirements.

Definition of the Modeling Project

A modeling project needs to be defined as the modeling process depends on the charac-

teristics of the project. A clear definition of the project should be given within a modeling

guideline to inform all stakeholders about the modeling goal, the stakeholders, and indi-

vidual user perspectives within the modeling project.

Aspect #4 (Definition of the Modeling Goal)

Description The modeling goal describes the output of the modeling project and what

purposes the business process models serve.

Problem Modeling projects differ in their impact and size [62]. The impact varies from

process documentation to the creation of process models which are later executed

automatically [9, 96]. The size of the projects does not only vary on the number

of models or processes to be created or updated but also on the number of people

and their individual business roles [62]. If the ultimate modeling goal is not clearly

documented, it is very hard to ensure high quality of the modeling process and the
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process models created.

Solution The goal description defines the purposes of the process models [32, 46]. The

modeling purposes can differ from the application purposes [9, 62, 82, 84]. There-

fore, both the output and its quality dimensions are defined for the modeling and

applications purposes. The clear definition of the modeling goal is important for

semantic checks of process models, see section Semantic Quality Checks [84]. Sharp

& McDermott state that goal definition is among the highest value of an entire

modeling project [96].

Example Modeling goals range from, e.g., process documentation, process optimization

to process automation. Each goal has different requirements on process models.

Issues As modeling projects evolve over time, the corresponding project descriptions

must be updated accordingly. This is true for the stakeholders’ involvement as well

as their views on models, respectively. Furthermore, it is important to track changes

and update the modeling guideline accurately.

Aspect #5 (Stakeholder Identification)

Description The identification of stakeholders is essential in order to understand their

roles and objectives within the modeling process.

Problem Modeling projects usually tend to involve many different business users (e.g.

domain experts or IT specialists) from different business areas (e.g. accounting or

IT department). Each user incorporates one or more project roles, e.g. as process

modelers or process managers. The identification of all relevant stakeholders and

project roles is of ultimate need as they are involved in the project outcome or

affected by it [14, 30, 78]. Individual stakeholders often have different demands on

business process models [5, 62, 96, 111]. If these are not known, the process models

will not satisfy the stakeholders’ needs.

Solution In order to successfully manage the modeling project, the group of involved

stakeholders and project roles must be known. Their requirements, expectations,
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and interactions among each other are of particular interest [68, 78, 100]. Further,

the expertise of stakeholders differ and must be evaluated [47, 84]. Certain project

roles are especially important to process modeling, the domain experts and the

modelers [30, 39]. Domain experts elicit extensive knowledge about their business

domains (see section Knowledge Identification) whereas the process modelers are

concerned with the creation of process models [39, 62]. Both roles have and need

different capabilities to fulfill their tasks. Business process modeling is a highly

interactive process so it is important that stakeholders in different project roles

know and communicate with each other [4, 5, 30, 39, 62]. In order to create models

with sufficiently high quality, the identification and documentation of all relevant

stakeholders and roles and their ultimate quality needs is important [39, 62]. The

flexibility of stakeholders is an important issue as some persons might only be avail-

able for a limited time [47].

Issues Stakeholders identification can be difficult as some are not directly involved but

still contribute to the project or they are affected by it [78, pp.24-27].

Aspect #6 (User Perspectives on Process Models)

Description Stakeholders often require individual views on process models. The views

represent the way of how stakeholders look at process models.

Problem In large modeling projects different stakeholders are involved. They often

require different process models that provide the details they need to fulfill their

objectives [9, 10]. In order to provide individual views (also called perspectives)

on process models, the views and their characteristics must be defined. A view is

generally known as a subset of an overall process model. The views rely on the

modeling goal and the stakeholders [14, 44, 65]. If user perspectives are unclear or

not even stated at all, the process modelers have to rely on their experience about

what stakeholders might require for their work [39, 62, 94]. Thus, this often leads

to several different views.
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Solution A clear definition of user perspectives assists process modelers to capture all

information required. Individual views require different information at different

levels of detail, e.g. for semantic checks [10, 62]. Views are targeted towards specific

stakeholders and their needs [14, 51]. The view definitions also serve as starting point

to contact information sources to gather relevant information (see section Knowledge

Identification). This allows bridging the gap between different knowledge areas

and enables as well as enhances the communication between different stakeholders

[30, 84]. In large modeling projects clearly defined user perspectives improve the

governance of all process models as they are used in the same way for all process

models. The user perspectives do not depend on the abstraction level as they can

exist on several ones [44]. The generation of user views can be supported by different

approaches, e.g. [41]. The automatic generation of views makes use of abstraction or

aggregation to provide certain views on models. In order to apply these approaches

the definition of user perspectives must be available.

Example Individual stakeholders need appropriate views dependent on their business

role. Given that, risk managers need other information than financial managers

or process performance analysts. However, all work is done for the same business

process but on different views. Modeling tools can automatically provide individual

user perspectives depending on the methodology used, e.g. ARIS [1, 16].

References The definition of user perspectives requires that all relevant stakeholders are

identified and the modeling goals is clearly defined.

Aspect #7 (Organizational Quality)

Description Organizational goals contribute to the success of modeling projects.

Problem The creation of business process models helps to reach the business goals set

within organizations [111, p.17 & 248]. The modeling goal is not necessarily the

same as the organizational one, e.g. documentation of processes versus preparation

for a merger activity. Companies can actually focus on different organizational goals
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while the business processes refer to modeling goals [10, 46]. However, the business

process models contribute to the organizational success.

Solution To ensure that the organizational goals, e.g. regulatory issues, are met, they

must be documented. Beyond their primary purpose to serve the modeling goal,

the models should also support organizational goals. Therefore, all statements in

the process models should fulfill the goals of organizational modeling. In order to

check organizational and modeling goals the models should be tracked and base-

lined [46]. The checks can compare various model versions and analyze differences.

The organization can achieve a learning effect and profit from the modeling project

[10, 46, 68].

Example If an organization must meet regulatory issues, some business processes might

only be changed through a properly defined release cycle. The modeling process

must take this constraint into account.

Modeling Notation

Modeling notations (or modeling languages) are artificial languages which define a graph-

ical syntax to model business processes. The modeling notations are often standardized

which means that their syntax and semantics are already defined. Given that, process

modelers can use the notations and start to construct process models. Prior to any

modeling effort the modeling notation must be chosen. In this section, three aspects on

modeling notations are described. To achieve high quality in process models it is essential

that the syntax and semantics of the modeling notation are defined. Modeling projects

might require to add or remove concepts from the notations. In case of a restriction the

modeling guideline must state it clearly. If a notation is extended or can be extended

within the modeling project, the guideline must present the way how this is to be done.

Some modeling languages contain ambiguities in their formal descriptions. If these am-

biguities are known, the modeling guideline should point to these and describe measures

how to avoid them.
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Aspect #8 (Definition of Syntax and Semantics)

Description The modeling notation must define the syntax and semantics of its ele-

ments.

Problem For the application of a modeling notation it is indispensable that the syntax

and semantics are well defined. In case the syntax is not properly defined, modelers

will come up with their own modeling symbols and use them in process models.

Additionally, the semantics of these symbols might be unclear or even differ among

stakeholders involved in the modeling process. Both situations lead to problems

doing the verification and validation of process models.

Solution To avoid discussions and ambiguities on the formal syntax and semantics of the

modeling notation, a standardized notation should be chosen [94]. The full definition

of the notation must not necessarily be defined in the modeling guideline itself. In

these cases references to definitions must be stated so that process modelers can

access these documents. The modeling guideline must properly define the syntax

and semantics of modeling notations as the notation definitions build the basis for

quality checks.

Example An example for a modeling notation is BPMN (Business Process Modeling

Notation) which is defined in [112]. Further literature, e.g. [31, 75, 113], provides

insights concerning the modeling notation, e.g. best practices on how to use it.

Issues The decision which modeling notation to be used in projects is not taken in a

modeling guideline. The choice for a modeling notation often relies on organiza-

tional needs and prerequisites. Under some circumstances several modeling nota-

tions might be used within the same project [10]. If so, the modeling guideline

mentions the syntax and semantic descriptions of all notations.

Aspect #9 (Adding or Removing Concepts from a Modeling Notation)

Description A modeling notation can be extended by additional symbols or even be
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restricted to a subset of symbols.

Problem In specific modeling projects standardized modeling notations do not fit to the

overall modeling purpose. In some projects only a subset of symbols of a notation

is used whereas others add concepts to modeling notations. In both cases modelers

might face problems with the syntax and/or the semantic expressiveness of a nota-

tion. Especially if process modelers can extend the modeling notation on their own,

the guideline should explicitly state the method and requirements to be fulfilled by

the modelers.

Solution Adapting a modeling notation should improves the pragmatic and semantic

qualities of models created [46, 94]. Adaptions are usually carried out to improve the

suitability of the modeling notation to a local domain [46]. Reducing the notational

elements eases the construction of models for a large part of stakeholders [94]. If

concepts are added or removed from a modeling notation, the changes have to be

defined accurately to avoid any misinterpretations and ambiguities [47, p.102].

Example In the specification of BPMN 2.0 standard so-called conformance classes are

described [75]. The classes define subsets of the standard symbol set and build a

hierarchy. The smallest set is reduced to a number of standard elements while as

the largest set contains all defined symbols. The classes are chosen purposefully and

if they fit to the modeling goal and domain, they can be used in modeling projects.

Issues In case a standardized modeling notation is restricted to a subset, the modelers

might also be limited in their freedom of modeling. This occurs, if a modeler cannot

express a real-world situation in a model any longer or only with significant addi-

tional effort. The modeling guideline should at least mention this issue to create

awareness. Removing or adding elements to a notation can have positive or nega-

tive side-effects on the total quality of the modeling project and the process models,

respectively [47, 115].

References Adding enhancements or restricting a modeling notations is driven by the
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modeling goal and dependent on the domain which is to be modeled. Both must be

known to judge enhancements or restrictions.

Aspect #10 (Ambiguities in Modeling Notations)

Description Ambiguities in modeling notations can disrupt the modeling process and

the quality of models.

Problem Even with a well-defined syntactical and semantical description it is possible

to model a specific situation in different ways using different syntax. Within the

modeling project this can lead to misinterpretations as the modelers will choose the

best representation based on their subjective impression [71, 94].

Solution Certain modeling notations allow different representation of the same situation.

This occurs especially if the notation specifies alternatives, e.g., for using a symbol.

In this case the modeling guideline should include rules on how to deal with these

alternatives. Often this can be done by stating recommendations for alternatives

or by choosing and focusing on the most suitable one. Sticking to the rules while

creating models will increase the overall comprehensibility and governance of process

models in large modeling projects.

Example Alternative ways of presenting graphical symbols can be found in BPMN

[75, 112]. This standardized notation describes the exclusive choice gateway with

a diamond shape. However, the description allows drawing the gateway with or

without the internal indicator. If all modelers stick to one choice, there is no prob-

lem. However, they are free to use both alternatives for different models. In a

large modeling project this leads to a decrease in comprehensibility and should be

avoided.

Guideline of Systematic Design

Process modelers are concerned with the design of business processes that map real-world

situations into process models. In large modeling projects this process is not trivial as
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there is a huge number of models and stakeholders. To support the mapping and mod-

eling process, a modeling guideline should define how process models are systematically

designed and related to each other within a hierarchy [9]. The guideline should also spec-

ify the content of process models in different hierarchical layers. If process models are

reused systematically, several criteria must be imposed onto these models.

Aspect #11 (Use of Abstraction Layers)

Description Abstraction layers deal with the complexity of real-world scenarios that

should be captured in process models.

Problem Real-world situations are usually complex which makes it tough to describe

them in process models [65]. Process models often tend to become quite large. Many

models are usually needed to accurately describe certain business situations. This

makes it hard for stakeholders to understand the overall processes in large projects

while focusing on the modeling goals [14]. Even process modelers sometimes loose

the relationships and interactions between processes under treatment while modeling

them.

Solution In order to deal with this complexity abstraction layers are used. These layers

describe business processes on different levels of details, also known as process gran-

ularity or hierarchical decomposition [9, 14, 47, 94, 97, 113]. The layers are linked to

each other. The relationships must be well-defined as well as the abstraction layers

[10, 94, 96]. Abstraction layers present business processes on individual pre-defined

levels of abstraction. For instance, the highest layer provides an overview on organi-

zational processes without showing great details (large-grained) whereas fine-grained

processes show all details relevant for process execution [31]. The abstractions help

to systematically derive and compose business processes in organizations [14].

The modeling guideline should state all abstraction layers and fully describe them

and their purpose [9]. This is necessary in order to guide process modelers to
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correctly compose the models with regard to abstraction. Using different layers

of abstraction often ensures that process models are limited in their size which

additionally enhances their comprehensibility [71].

Example Tool support assists the process modelers in defining models according to the

correct abstraction layer, e.g. the ARIS approach [62, 92]. However, the tools should

also be able to check the links between the models to avoid errors in an early stage

of modeling (see section Syntactic Quality Check). It should be noted that the use

of subprocesses in modeling notations already brings along at least two different

abstraction layers.

Issues In practice there are a number of modeling techniques with different degrees of

abstraction layers. The abstraction layers and their content are dependent on the

modeling project and its goals. Thus, they must individually be defined for the

modeling project. However, the construction of abstraction layers requires careful

planning to ensure interaction between different layers and model types [71].

Aspect #12 (Definition of the Model Content in Abstraction Layers)

Description The content of process models on different abstraction layers must be de-

fined in detail.

Problem The use of abstraction layers raises the question as to which notational elements

should be utilized on different abstraction levels. In case there is no definition,

process modelers will choose constructs according to their needs and subjective

impressions [71, 94]. This behavior violates the guideline of systematic design as

process models on the same abstraction level shall always depict the same process

details.

Solution To ensure accurate use of abstraction with the same details, the guideline

must define which details individual layers must incorporate [10, 94]. The modeling

guideline should describe each single layer with its purpose, the notational elements,

and the model type. It guides the process of modeling and process modelers can
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stick to the definitions in case there are questions regarding abstraction layers and

their contents. The definition of the contents of the abstraction layers ensures that

the purpose of abstraction layers is correctly applied to all business process models.

Aspect #13 (Reuse of Business Process Models)

Description In large projects the modeling process can be supported by reusing existing

process models.

Problem Process models in different business domains might be similar to a certain ex-

tent. In large modeling projects existing process models can be taken and partially

reused for new processes. However, this imposes several quality criteria on the mod-

els. Existing process models must be accessible, e.g. in a process model repository

[48]. These process models must also be verified and validated.

Solution Reusing process models saves time and effort if existing models fit to other

application areas. Process modelers must carefully check the original models before

they reuse them or parts of them. Modelers should also check models for their min-

imality when reusing them. If models do not fit to the current application domain,

they can still be adjusted and reused. This can save additional effort, resources and

time. The adjustment can been supported by tools [28, 44, 54, 55]. In case process

models shall be reused within a modeling project, the modeling guideline should

also point out where the process models can be accessed and how they should be

reused. The modeling guideline should also make the process modelers aware of

quality issues when reusing models.

Aspect #14 (Metadata for Process Models)

Description Business process models should include certain metadata which add addi-

tional value to the models.

Problem If there is a number of similar process models, it might be hard for stakeholders

to distinguish among models. Without additional information modelers can only
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consider the model content and compare it. However, details such as the model

version or the model creator can add additional value to the process models.

Solution Information which is not directly shown in the process model, e.g. the process

creator or the date of creation, is important for the work on a model. There is some

basic information which should always be attached to a process model: the creator of

a model, the creation date, the current status or the version, the title of a model and

a short description. Especially the title should clearly summarize the model content

[71]. If required by the modeling project, the list can be extended if appropriate

and needed for some stakeholders. The modeling guideline should document which

metadata must be added to process models and in which form. Some metadata

might only be relevant for certain stakeholders or abstraction layers. Modeling

tools can automatically handle metadata of models. Model repositories can store

and maintain the metadata for support activities within the project [48].

Example Metadata can show the model status, e.g. if the model is already released or

under review. A model that is released can most often not be changed. This is an

important information for stakeholders. Some stakeholders need this information

for their work, e.g. for checking of regulatory issues on the process.

Aspect #15 (Physical Quality of Process Models)

Description The aspects of physical quality describes how process models are accessible.

Problem One quality aspect for process models is physical quality in the form of exter-

nalization and internalization [45, 46, 53]. In order to achieve communication among

stakeholders, process models must be made accessible [89]. The externalization of

knowledge which is presented by the process model is achieved by making process

models accessible to stakeholders. The way of presenting models plays an impor-

tant role. As soon as stakeholders read process models the process of internalization

starts. They read the graphical information stored and try to make sense of it. For

the process of internalization the availability and persistence of process models is
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essential.

Solution Process models need to be available as physical artifacts [46, 47]. Physical in

this context means that models are represented in the form of paper or in electronic

form, e.g. a file on a computer. For the internalization of model content it is

important that models are always accessible. With the help of tool support, e.g.

model repositories, this can be enhanced [48]. The persistence of models should be

achieved so that models are not damaged or even lost. This also holds true for older

model versions which can support modeling activities, e.g. model reuse. Within the

modeling guideline both the externalization and internalization must be described.

It is important to mention where and how process models are to be stored, especially

if stakeholders are dispersed geographically [47, 89].

Example In large modeling projects the process models must be managed in a repository.

The repository stores all models with their details and triggers support activities,

e.g. versioning of models.

Issues With the help of tools the physical quality of process models can be enhanced.

However, the decision on which tools to use is out of scope of a modeling guideline.

This decision needs to be taken before the modeling project starts. Physical quality

largely relies on tool support as models are usually stored electronically.

Aspect #16 (Tool Support)

Description Tool support eases the governance and compliance of business process mod-

els.

Problem Process modelers are often occupied with the creation of accurate process mod-

els and do not focus on quality aspects. Process models might, thus, lack certain

quality aspects. Additionally, process modelers have to check model quality them-

selves. These checks are not only time-consuming but also subjective and error-

prone.

Solution The quality of business process models should be checked automatically with
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the help of appropriate tools. Intermediate quality checks while modeling are power-

ful and can guide process modelers in creating highly comprehensible process models

right from the start. Modern tools can check models for their syntactic quality and

provide immediate feedback to modelers which helps them adjusting the models.

This contributes to achieve high process model quality. Modeling tools should be

customizable to the quality demands of the modeling project. Modeling guidelines

should state the quality aspects modeling tools can check and how this is done.

The guidelines should also inform the process modelers about quality aspects which

cannot be checked by modeling tools.

Example Modeling tools can automatically check, e.g. certain modeling or visualization

rules (see section Modeling Rules and Visualization Rules). Models are checked

whether rules are violated. In such cases, the tools inform the process modelers.

Issues The importance of visualization and modeling rules differs (see Section Rule Pri-

orities). Thus, tools should be customizable for this issue, e.g. just raising warnings

instead of errors.

Knowledge Quality

In modeling projects stakeholders elicit and use their profound knowledge. Process mod-

elers, for instance, need explicit knowledge on how to syntactically derive correct pro-

cess models whereas business users provide knowledge about specific business domains.

Knowledge identification and stakeholder training are essential and must therefore be

stated within modeling guidelines to assure high knowledge quality.

Aspect #17 (Knowledge Identification)

Description The identification of knowledge is needed to accurately capture real-world

situations in process models.

Problem Within a modeling project several types of stakeholders in different project
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roles are involved. These persons need expertise in a number of different areas, e.g.

about enterprise systems or process modeling. For instance, the identification of

domain knowledge is needed to reveal it and to cover it in process models. However,

profound knowledge is also needed for certain quality checks. If knowledge iden-

tification is not done, the success of the overall project suffers [5]. Further, some

information might not be retrieved and thus is not accessible to the project [24].

Solution If all stakeholders have been identified, it should be investigated which knowl-

edge the stakeholders may elicit and provide for the project [5, 30]. The knowledge

users contribute should be listed accurately. Afterwards project work is assigned

to individual persons depending on their knowledge and expertise. This ensures

that all stakeholders can possibly work within their area of expertise and contribute

most successfully to the modeling project. This is especially important for qual-

ity checks. Modeling guidelines should state the stakeholders that are performing

quality checks and those that provide important domain knowledge. This helps

stakeholders to identify contact persons in case they questions regarding quality

checks or domain-specific information.

Issues The process of knowledge identification is not a trivial task. Stakeholders must

provide their area of expertise. However, stakeholders often wrongly estimate their

own expertise which leads to wrong assumption on their knowledge [63].

References Knowledge Identification relies on the fact that stakeholders have been iden-

tified.

Aspect #18 (Stakeholder Training)

Description With the help of adequate training stakeholders can provide more knowl-

edge at an even higher quality.

Problem Stakeholders are assigned to specific project roles, e.g. process modelers. For

these specific roles they require at least some basic training in the context of the

specific modeling project [4]. If they are not familiar with the proper context,
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they struggle to provide the knowledge needed for the creation of process models.

Especially, training to read process models is important as this ability is needed for

the comprehension of all process models.

Solution At the project start all stakeholders should be trained according to their role

in the project. Training helps stakeholders to avoid using their intuition while

performing their activities, especially when it comes to modeling [71]. Higher ex-

pertise of stakeholders further leads to a better comprehension of process models

[63]. Training is further important to get all stakeholders involved in the project

[91]. Stakeholders should receive training based on their prior expertise, e.g. on

their familiarity with a specific modeling notation [4]. During the training users

might get training material which provides additional information they can study,

e.g. web-based training courses or reading material. Discussion about the model-

ing guideline used further assists users. Modeling guidelines should also point to

training material if such is available.

Example Domain experts in their project role as process participant can get training on

reading process models while process modelers get training on, e.g., visualization

styles or workflow patterns. Adequate training for stakeholders should be based on

their project role.

Issues Training material needs to be available before stakeholder training can begin. For

the creation of the training material a modeling guideline can serve as a starting

point.

Aspect #19 (Guideline of Economic Efficiency)

Description This guideline formulates an economic restriction to the modeling process.

Problem As in many other economic situations certain resources in modeling projects

are limited [94]. For the creation of business process models domain experts first

need to describe the real-world process before modelers can translate it to a model.

In order to fully cover the real-world process, often a large amount of resources
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is needed which raises the total costs of creating the model. Most organizations

measure the total costs with respect to amount of time and money spent in the

modeling project. Both figures might not exceed an economic value defined for the

modeling project.

Solution Economic efficiency in the context can also be expressed as feasibility argument,

which means that most often there is a tradeoff between benefits and drawbacks

[9, 47, 53, 96, 103]. The benefits usually result in higher quality of process models

in the modeling process whereas the drawbacks such as costs or additional effort

in resources occur. Thus, feasibility maps to the economic problem and gives ideas

how to optimize it. Feasibility is generally hard to operationalize. In a modeling

projects it relates to measures like using reference models, workflow patterns, model

reuse, semantic quality, or the modeling tools used [94]. These measures help to

achieve economic efficiency while at the same time improving the total quality of

the modeling project [46, 103]. The modeling guideline should point out the key

advantages of these measures.

Example If organizations use reference models or reuse process models, the modeling

guideline should definitely inform all stakeholders about these methods. This creates

awareness of the stakeholders to use these measures, most often especially for the

process modelers. The same is true if special tools are used to support parts of the

modeling process.

Issues Organizations often predefine methods, e.g. the tools to use in modeling projects.

Considering feasibility, it is sometimes already constrained, e.g. by the tools that

have to be used. However, stakeholders largely influence economic efficiency, e.g.

whether they reuse existing models which saves large efforts.

Aspect #20 (Guideline of Comparability)

Description The guideline of comparability requests the consistent use of all rules stated

in a modeling guideline.
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Problem If an organization uses a modeling guideline, it usually describes several rules

to be followed during a modeling project. Due to the large number of stakeholders

involved, it is not easy to ensure that everybody is following all rules stated. This

causes problems in governing and comparing business process models [94]. The

created models might follow certain, but different rules [9].

Solution The guideline of comparability addresses this issue by demanding consistent use

of the modeling guideline throughout the whole project. Becker et al. states that this

corresponds to the GAAP principle (Generally Accepted Accounting Principles) [9].

Following consistent rules ease the comparison of models which is often needed in a

modeling project, e.g. process improvement or the comparison of reference models

with as-is-models [9, 10, 94]. The consistent use of a modeling guidelines ensures

that process models are more comprehensible for all stakeholders, e.g. through the

consistent application of layout conventions. The governance of process models will

also be improved. In total, all stakeholders will benefit, e.g., as the internalization

is easier while reading a business process model.

Example A modeling guideline should point out which modeling rules are mandatory.

However, some rules in guidelines do have higher priorities than others. For instance,

semantic quality is more important than sticking to visualization rules. Still, all rules

should be followed if possible.

Issues Under certain circumstances modeling rules cannot be followed. This will not

necessarily decrease the quality of the overall modeling project. However, it should

rather be an exception and reasons for deviations should be stated.

Aspect #21 (Collaboration in Modeling Projects)

Description Collaboration is an essential concept in modeling projects as several stake-

holders work together and share knowledge.

Problem Process modeling requires the integration of knowledge provided by different

stakeholders [5, 89]. The stakeholders must be willing to share their ideas and
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knowledge. This, however, is often dependent on social, cultural and personal char-

acteristics of individual stakeholders [39, 70, 96]. It is evident that their involve-

ment and participation is important and lack of it will result in a decrease of quality

[24, 89]. The stakeholders’ motivation for the project might also suffer [89]. Support

for communication is another important concept enabling successful collaboration

within modeling projects [10, 30, 100].

Solution Knowledge sharing and active involvement of stakeholders strengthens team-

work [96, pp.206-210]. The project leader and his team should facilitate collabo-

ration by different means as follows [39, 89, 96]. For the active part of modeling,

bias-neutral modelers convert the participants’ ideas into process models without

influencing or changing the participants’ statements [10]. Facilitators can actively

involve and integrate stakeholders to take part in the creation of process models

[87]. This improves the communication among stakeholders and motivates them to

share their knowledge [30, 39, 89]. In collaborations, stakeholders learn from each

other and gather knowledge in business areas that are outside their own areas [39].

Collaboration is further important when it comes to the validation of process mod-

elers. Here, each stakeholder perceives a model but the team of stakeholders must

come to a conclusion (see Section Pragmatic Quality) [24, 100]. The team mixture

helps to facilitate consensus building. A team of stakeholders with complementary

knowledge areas and a high degree of participation improves the quality of models

and the modeling process [89]. Modeling tools can further improve and enable col-

laboration, e.g. by using interactive modeling techniques [86, 100]. Additionally,

the process model quality improves and along with it the modeling project [89].

Issues It must be noted that collaboration among a large number of people might cause

problems when it comes to consensus building [39, 89]. Here, either a facilitator

should support and consult the team or the team size should be decreased so that

consensus building becomes easier.
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Aspect #22 (Intermediate Quality Checks)

Description Business process models should already be checked while they are being

created.

Problem Process modeling usually is not a trivial task. Although many projects already

dealt with the process of modeling, certain characteristics of the process are yet

hardly understood [39, 62]. The outputs of a modeling process are models that

describe certain real-world or artificial situations. Process models are often seen as

the final product of the modeling process [39, 62, 70]. If models are only checked

for their quality at the end of the process, this can lead to the fact that they are

redesigned and again verified and validated if the quality targets are not met [10].

This requires additional modeling effort and raises the total costs of the modeling

project due to unforeseen rework. However, the quality of process models should

also be checked while they are being created [26, 47, 62, 84, 95, 103]. Nevertheless,

intermediate checks are often neglected [70].

Solution The quality of process models can be determined during the modeling process

at intermediate checks, e.g. at certain project milestones, and at the end of the

modeling process [26, 78, 95, 103, 107]. At intermediate checks the model can be

evaluated and errors detected are remediated even before they cause additional work.

The quality checks can be supported by modeling tools. Thus, the quality of the final

models often improves without large changes in the modeling process [39, 84, 103].

Modeling guidelines should state that process models have to be checked at certain

intermediate points. They should further state the quality aspects which have to

be checked and how they are checked. The modeling process can, thus, incorporate

validation and verification activities at intermediate intervals [107].

Example Process models are most often created using tools. Tools can implement certain

quality checks, e.g. for line crossings and perform them immediately.

Issues In order to evaluate the quality of a model the individual quality factors need to be
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defined. On the one hand, it is feasible to use tools that automatically perform model

evaluation for some quality dimensions. On the other hand, some quality dimensions

rely on subjective judgement which requires people to perform the evaluation. Given

that, at intermediate checks a subset of quality factors can be used as proxy for

process model quality assuming that a feasible subset of factors can be determined.

Aspect #23 (Definition of Terms)

Description Definitions of the most important concepts assist stakeholders to create a

common understanding of essential concepts in the modeling project.

Problem A common problem among stakeholders is found in different interpretations

of essential concepts relevant to modeling projects. This usually leads to issues in

communication and model designing. The basics of business process modeling, e.g.

what is a model or what is modeling, are often not well known or even unknown to

stakeholders.

Solution A modeling guideline should state clear definitions of important terms. This

creates awareness among stakeholders and guides them. The definitions keep stake-

holders from perceiving concepts differently which is especially important when it

comes to quality criteria on process models. A common understanding already con-

tributes to avoid inconsistencies and to ensure clarity in the design phase of process

models. Thus, the overall quality of the modeling project and the process models

improve.

Example Several stakeholders in the modeling project might not know what a process

models is and how quality is measured upon them. Consequently, the guideline

could state the two concepts as follows.

• A model depicts a certain domain at some level of abstraction, which is ex-

pressed in a semi-formal or formal language [47, 111]. A process model shows

important steps, how they are related to each other, which actors and systems

are involved in carrying out these various steps and at which points commu-
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nication takes place with customers and external parties [84]. Process models

are abstract descriptions that capture aspects driven by the modeling purpose

[14].

• The quality of a process model is described as its totality of features and

characteristics that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs [70].

Individual quality dimensions should be specified and related to the modeling

project and its characteristics.

Appendix A.3. Requirements for Business Process Models

Business process models are created in the modeling process. Certain quality aspects are

evaluated using the properties of the models. This section introduces such quality aspects

and describes how they can be measured, applied and checked.

Syntactic Quality

Business process models represent the model content using a modeling notation. Process

modelers map a specific situation into a model using the syntax of the underlying nota-

tion. If they do not stick to the defined modeling notation, the quality of process models

will decrease or categorize the models as not usable for further checks due to errors in

the models [59, 84]. In order to achieve a high syntactic quality models must be checked.

This section states the importance of syntactic quality assurance, called verification, in

the design phase of process models [14, 32, 59, 97]. Modeling guidelines should point out

measures to ensure syntactic quality of process models as it is an important part towards

achieving a high overall quality of process models [45, 47].

Aspect #24 (Syntactic Quality)

Description Syntactic quality is the correspondence between a model and a modeling

notation. Process models are verified against the notation for syntactical correct-

ness.
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Problem Process models are defined in a specific modeling language. In the model de-

sign phase the process modelers should consider the syntax of the modeling notation.

Due to the complex problem of mapping a real-world situation into process mod-

els, process models often do not comply with the modeling notation and contain

syntactical problems [57, 59, 84]. This leads to several problems, e.g. execution

or validation problems. Therefore, syntactical correctness is the basis for further

quality checks, e.g. semantic and pragmatic quality [47, 84]. Thus, process models

should be compliant to the underlying modeling notation in order to allow these

quality checks.

Solution The check for syntactical correctness of a model, called the verification, ad-

dresses both the properties of a model and the satisfaction of a given formula by a

model [45, 59]. If both criteria are met, a model is considered to be verified. This

means that all statements in a model are according to the syntax and vocabulary

of the modeling language [45, 94]. Verification can be achieved by applying a kind

of mathematical model derived from the modeling notation onto a process model.

Within the verification a model is checked for syntactic invalidity and syntactic

completeness [45, 47]. Invalidity means that there is no element in the model which

is not defined by the modeling notation. Syntactical completeness means that the

constructs used in the model are compliant to grammar rules stated in the notation.

The verification checks the static and formal properties of process models [39, 84].

Summing up, the verification process checks the internal correctness of a model.

This can be done without considering the real-world process [59, 84, 94]. Tool

support assists the verification process in order to avoid errors in process models

[26].

Example Modeling tools are capable of checking static properties to avoid errors. These

checks should always be activated while modeling at an early stage.
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Aspect #25 (Behavioral Properties of Process Models)

Description The properties of process models can be used to analyze their internal

behavior. The process behavior points to important characteristics of the model.

Problem Often it is not trivial to argue about the behavior of complex process models.

However, this aspect is important when checking whether process models meet the

modeling goal stated in the modeling project. In order to achieve the modeling

goal some constraints, e.g. avoidance of deadlocks, apply on the behavior of process

models and, thus, the models must be verified against these constraints [10].

Solution Different correctness criteria exist for dealing with behavioral aspects of process

models. The modeling guideline should state which behavioral aspects are important

to be checked. Several criteria can be used to check behavioral properties, e.g.

soundness or deadlocks [17, 18, 59, 105, 108, 111]. The criteria differ in their degree

of enforcing certain correctness aspects. They must be chosen according to the

actual modeling goal. Tool support can provide more information about the process

behavior and how to deal with certain issues. Certain checks can be automated

with appropriate tools. Testing process models for static and behavioral properties

already in the design phase contributes to avoid errors or problems in later phases of

the modeling project. Thus, the modeling guideline should state which behavioral

aspects are relevant and need to be checked. It should further state how to check

the process models.

Example For the analysis of static and behavioral properties of process models several

tools are available, e.g. Woflan or Prom [84, 108]. Some tools can be configured

which further supports stakeholders performing the validation.

Issues The deduction of behavioral properties that should be checked is not easy. How-

ever, the checks for behavioral properties show whether processes follow the expected

behavior.
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References The correctness criteria to check models against depend on the modeling

goals of the project.

Aspect #26 (Correctness-by-Design)

Description In the modeling phase certain measures assist in creating syntactically cor-

rect models by design.

Problem Process modelers are usually free in their way of drawing process models. This

sometimes leads to problems as, e.g. adding or modifying some activities create

errors in models. Often these errors are not detected by the modelers until syntac-

tical checks are executed. In order to avoid these errors, modeling tools can support

so-called correctness-by-design [62, 84, 107].

Solution The idea is to create models that do not contain errors right from the start.

This is supported by two essential ideas. The first one is static correctness which

directly guarantees behavioral correctness [84]. BPEL (Business Process Execu-

tion Language for Web Services) embodies this idea by imposing block structures

of nested control primitives [2]. The second idea involves change operations that

preserve correctness of process models [110]. Process modelers are only able to per-

form operations on models that consistently preserve the correctness of them. The

models are always correct in the context of syntactic quality.

However, both measures limit the change operations on models that can be applied.

This usually results in a restriction on expressiveness [84]. In practice most models

can be modeled with correctness-by-design.

Example Tool support can enforce the measures preserving correctness-by-design. A

modeling guideline should then show how to apply the measures.

Issues Setting up constraints in the context of correctness-by-design limits the creative

freedom of process modelers. Especially in the initial creation of a model, it is

beneficial to allow for this creative freedom. However, for redesigning process models

the introduced measures work well and ensure syntactical quality immediately.
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Semantic Quality

In the modeling phase business process models are created and checked for their syntactic

quality, which results in syntactically correct process models. However, process models

must also be checked for their semantic quality which means how accurately they present

the real-world processes. This quality check, the validation, is important as the models

would otherwise present information which is useless or even wrong in real-world processes.

Aspect #27 (Semantic Quality)

Description Process models need to be checked for their semantic quality. The valida-

tion ensures that the models adequately cover and describe the real-world processes.

Problem Real-world processes are usually mapped into models by process modelers.

These stakeholders often do have limited or even no knowledge about the universe

of discourse, e.g. business domains [39, 59]. If this is the case, they often transfer

descriptions or statements made by domain specialists into process models. The

process models might not necessarily be correct or present parts of the business

domain adequately. Due to this circumstance, semantic checks for the model content

must be given in order to validate the process model [47, 84]. This quality check is

called validation [59, 84]. It requires the judgement of stakeholders involved in the

business domain to validate statements in the model [39].

Solution The goal of semantic quality is to validate all statements presented in the model.

The goal splits up into two dimension, the validity and the completeness [45, 84].

Validity means that all statements provided by the model are correct and relevant

to the modeling goal. Completeness states that the model contains all statements

which are correct and relevant to the modeling goal. Both dimensions must be

met in order to achieve semantic quality [45, 47]. Further, both dimensions must be

checked by domain experts who subjectively decide upon them [30, 39]. The domain

experts must read the process models and come to a decision of semantic quality.
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The modeling guideline should state how semantic quality is defined to inform all

stakeholders about it.

For some modeling goals it is hard to achieve total validity and completeness due

to a large business domain to limited resources [47, p.106]. Then, the feasibility

argument holds and relaxes the validity and completeness criteria [39, 94]. Also,

it might not be feasible to achieve high semantic quality for all business cases, e.g.

for comprehensive exception handling [47, p.106]. For those situations, a modeling

guideline should create awareness among stakeholders involved in semantic checks

that high semantic quality does not necessarily mean that all statements about the

real-world process are presented in the model. However, it is important that the

process models are suitable to the modeling goal.

References For semantic quality checks the modeling goal must be known. Based on

the gaol the model must contain certain information about a certain domain.

Aspect #28 (Perceived Semantic Quality)

Description Semantic quality is a relative measurement that has to be taken into account

in semantic checks.

Problem The perception of semantic quality of individual stakeholders depends on the

stakeholders’ domain knowledge and its interpretation of the process model pre-

sented [45, 47]. It happens that individual stakeholders come up with different

judgements about the semantic quality of models [9, 94]. This is due to the fact

that a viewer is strongly influenced by his/her interest and knowledge of the observed

universe and its perception of a model [39].

Solution The determination of the level of perceived semantic quality is usually less for-

mal. Although stakeholders might have the same knowledge in a certain business

domain, they perceive semantic quality differently. Thus, perceived semantic qual-

ity is less objective. This is due to social, cultural, and/or professional backgrounds

[30, 39]. Given that, certain differences on judgements of stakeholders can hardly
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be avoided. However, in modeling projects the semantic quality of a given pro-

cess model must be evaluated and individual judgements taken into account when

deciding upon the final level of semantic quality of business process models.

Aspect #29 (Semantic Quality Checks)

Description The validation of business process models ensures the semantic quality of

the models.

Problem Stakeholders are sometimes overstrained with the validation of business process

models. Indicators for this problem are high error rates in process models [59, 84].

Stakeholders are not capable to derive the behavioral aspects of business process

models and, thus, are not able to evaluate semantic quality properly [84]. Generally,

the decision for semantic quality itself is difficult due to subjectivism and feasibility

arguments regarding total validity and completeness [39, 47, 84]. Certain techniques

have been developed to support the judgement of semantic quality.

Solution Techniques to check for semantic quality are, e.g. simulation or paraphrasing

[30, 84]. With the help of simulation the stakeholders achieve a visualization of

the model characteristics. It often helps model readers to interpret certain model

characteristics. Thus, it is easier for stakeholders to judge validity and completeness

of a model. If relevant, the simulation can also be enriched with performance data

of the process [1, pp.243-260]. There is tool support available to perform these

analyses.

The techniques used to validate a process model are dependent on the organization

and the business domain. There are further techniques available, e.g. interview

techniques or workshops. Within these checks also activity labels and textual an-

notations in models can be checked against glossaries for semantic validity. The

modeling guideline should emphasize the preferred technique for model validation.

This allows the consequent and consistent use of the same validation technique and

ensures that stakeholders are able to apply the technique. It must be noted that
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checks for semantic quality always require human judgement.

Example Another validation technique, paraphrasing [30], takes a given process model

and translates it back into natural language. This text is then given to stakeholders

to validate it. Paraphrasing avoids problems if stakeholders cannot read process

models. The analysis of natural text is easier and enables them to validate a process

model.

References For semantic checks the modeling goal, the modeling notation, and the do-

main must be known to stakeholders [14, 84].

Aspect #30 (Visualization Rules)

Description With the help of visualization rules process modelers can enhance the visual

perception of models and emphasize semantics.

Problem The layout of process models largely contributes to the model comprehensibil-

ity [71, 76, 93]. Secondary notation allows process modelers to use visual cues in

order to manipulate the layout of models. However, without visualization guidelines

most modelers do not know how to use secondary notation and how it contributes

to the models’ comprehensibility. Hence, poor use of secondary notation decreases

the comprehensibility [72, 76]. Specific information of the model, visual or semantic

one, might not be emphasized or it is unconsciously misunderstood [4].

Solution Visualization guidelines should assist and guide the modelers, especially novice

modelers, to achieve highly readable and understandable models. Visualization

rules describe important layout characteristics and how to use them in the modeling

project. The guidelines can also restrict and limit certain layout aspects. Modeling

guidelines should describe the following principles which are evidence-based and

known to influence the visualization of process models (among others see [4, 9, 12,

45, 71, 72, 93, 94]). Thus, sticking to the rules increases the comprehensibility of

models.

• Perceptual directness: Process models should be drawn either from left to right
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or from top to bottom [9, 65]. This eases the perception and interpretation of

the representation [4]. However, it must be noted that the direction relies on

cultural behaviors, e.g. in Asian countries models might be drawn from right

to left.

• Perceptual discriminability: It defines the ease and accuracy with which graph-

ical symbols can be differentiated from each other [4, 72]. It is related to which

extent people perceive visual information. Graphical elements in the models

should not be placed too close to surrounding elements which eases perceptual

discrimination [72]. Apfelbacher et al. suggest to use about one to one and a

half shape width between elements [4].

• Drawing edges: Process modelers should draw edges either horizontally or

vertically [4]. Sticking to these directions eases the visual perception of stake-

holders. In order to draw edge bends consistently, the way of drawing edge

roundings should further be stated.

• Shapes of nodes: The relative size of nodes is often correlated to its importance

[4]. More important nodes are sometime drawn in a larger size than normal

ones. Model readers might consider the relative size as indicator for seman-

tic emphasis. Therefore, modelers should avoid different node sizes or must

consciously deal with it [71].

• Line widths: In order to distinguish between nodes and edges different line

weights can be used [4, 90]. However, the standard line width should be set

to a fixed value. Different line widths create irregularities in the models and

distract the model readers while reading and interpreting models. If certain

elements need to be highlighted for some reasons, the model creator can change

the line width for that purpose.

• Use of color: Color can be used to enrich graphical elements [4]. Color is the

cognitively most effective variable of secondary notation [72]. However, the use
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of color should be restricted to highlight only certain parts in process models

[4, 71]. This is due to the fact that color is perceived differently among stake-

holders, e.g. color blind persons, and shown differently on technical equipment

like printers or copiers [72]. The modeling guideline should make concrete

statements on when, how and which color to use within the modeling project.

• Drawing area: The size of process models should be targeted towards their

intended use and stakeholders [4, 90]. One reason to limit process models in

their size is that they are often printed on standardized paper. The modeling

guideline should state the drawing area or give at least recommendations for

it. The area occupied by a process model should be kept as small as possible

[47, pp.103-105]. If process models exceed standardized paper, the guideline

should state procedures how to, e.g., redraw them or decompose process models

[71, 37, 102].

• Alignment of graphical elements: Graphical elements in process models should

be aligned horizontally and/or vertically. The alignment eases the visual per-

ception of elements and increases the comprehensibility [4].

• Visual group highlighting: Emphasizing the importance of parts of process

models is an interesting visual cue [90]. Modelers can accentuate model ele-

ments with the help of visual grouping. This can indicate that the grouping

expresses a logically-related content characterizing the group.

• Textual annotation: Free-form text attached to graphical elements within the

process model can provide additional information [90]. With the help of this

feature, e.g., domain-specific information can be attached to activities in the

model. This information further enriches the process model with specific in-

formation for individual stakeholders.

• Using fonts and font sizes: Graphical elements usually contain text, e.g. ac-

tivity labels, or textual information is attached to elements. As most process
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models are created electronically, the text is written with a font in a specific

size. Both the font and the size should be standardized to avoid irregularities

or semantic stressing of elements if the font is changed or its size decreased or

increased [4]. A modeling guideline should state which font to be used and the

corresponding font size.

• Line crossings: Prior research has shown that crossings within graphical layouts

decrease the comprehensibility of process models [4, 6, 71, 76, 93, 102]. Given

that, a process model should contain as few crossings as possible.

• Edge bends: The amount of edge bends in process models should be mini-

mal [47, p.104]. Edge bends negatively affect the comprehensibility of process

models [81, 93].

• Backpointers: The control flow in process models can contain edges that are

flowing against the order specified as perceptual direction. For human readers

this can be irritating and increases the effort for graphical reading. Thus, edges

against the perceptual direction should be avoided or at least minimized.

• Visual distance: Graphical elements that are related to each other shall be

placed close to each other to decrease the size of edges [77]. This eases pattern

recognition while reading process models and increases the comprehensibility.

• Maximum length: The longest edge in process models shall be minimized [4,

94, 102]. This helps to keep the drawing area as small as possible and to

improve comprehensibility.

Example In the model design phase different visual rules should be used to emphasize

layout aspects. Several rules can be applied to process models at the same time.

In [90] Figure 6 shows an example where the authors applied coloring and line

thickening. In addition, they state an example for limiting the drawing area which

they call layout split (see Pattern 2 Layout Split). In Pattern 6 Group Highlight,

they show how to emphasize semantic contents in process models. However, it must
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be noted that they use BPMN to demonstrate the rules. In [93], two examples

(Figure 1 and 2) are shown which solely concentrate on layout metrics, e.g. edge

bends. The authors point out the influence of layout factors on the process models

with respect to their effect on process model understanding.

Issues The rules described in this section are not prioritized in any way (see section Rule

Priorities). All rules can be applied to process models at all times. However, certain

rules constrain each other. If certain rules are violated, it might not necessarily be

an error. However, the models’ comprehensibility might decrease [26].

Aspect #31 (Modeling Rules)

Description Process modelers are usually free in their way of mapping real-world situ-

ations into process models. In order to improve the model quality certain modeling

rules should be followed in the design phase.

Problem In projects where a large amount of models is created the governance of those

models is not trivial. Furthermore, the comparisons of models as well as the checks

for inconsistencies are quite demanding [8, p.60]. Due to the amount of process

modelers involved, the clarity of business process models cannot be guaranteed.

Process modelers commonly use their degree of freedom while designing models.

This means that there are different ways to describe behavior-equivalent processes

[65]. Given that, additional effort must be spent to check the models for their

consistency which not only costs money but also human resources [12, p.209].

Solution In order to already support process modelers in the beginning of the modeling

project, modeling rules should be introduced. These rules restrict the freedom of

process modelers to achieve more consistency and decrease the varieties in model

design [8, p.60]. The rules guide modelers to achieve models which are behavior-

equivalent but more understandable. Modeling rules can be seen as recommenda-

tions on how to structure certain aspects in models. While the comprehensibility of

models improves through the application of modeling rules, their semantics remain
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the same [65]. This translates into a higher empirical quality and to the total quality

of the created business process models. The modeling rules are stated below.

• Structured modeling: Modelers should try to structure the created models as

much as possible so that models are easier to comprehend [65]. A process model

is structured when every split connector matches a respective join connector of

the same type [65]. Unstructured models tend to contain more errors [49, 60,

63].

• Decomposition: Large process models might be hard to read and comprehend

by stakeholders. This is due to the fact that model readers face perceptual

limits meaning that they can only discriminate a certain amount of graphical

elements at a time [71]. They must comprehend the semantics of the elements

perceived which produces a certain amount of cognitive load. A high number

of elements in models leads to cognitive overload and as a result the ability to

comprehend models decreases dramatically [4, 71, 72]. Given that, decompo-

sition is an appropriate measures to deal with model complexity, the size of

process models and reusable processes [65, 113]. Mendling et al. further state

that a process model should have not more than 50 elements as the increasing

error probability reaches 50% in those models.

• Use as few elements as possible: The less elements there are in models, the

lower the probability that there are errors in the models [60, 63, 65]. Modelers

should try to minimize their model if possible.

• Minimize routing paths per element: The higher the degree of routing paths

of an element in models, the harder it is to understand the models [65]. There

is also a strong correlation between the number of modeling errors and the

average or maximum degree of elements in models [60].

• Use one start and one end event: Process models should contain one start

and one end event [65]. This allows all kinds of verification analyses. Further,
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most workflow engines require one start and one end event. The modeling goal

defines whether this requirement is adequate for the current modeling project.

The probability of an error in models is positively connected to the number of

start and end events [60].

• Avoid OR-routing elements: In certain modeling notations, e.g. event-driven

process chains, the OR-join leads to problems when implementing business

processes [43, 66]. Due to this problem the OR-join should be avoided. Models

without this element are also known to be less error-prone [60].

Example Applying modeling rules requires certain modeling expertise. Modeling rules

should be considered in the design phase to avoid errors. However, it is still possible

to apply modeling rules once the model is created. In [65] the authors illustrate this

in Figure 1. In that model they applied all the above mentioned modeling rules and

got a new process model with the same semantics but different representation.

Aspect #32 (Rule Priorities)

Description Stakeholders in modeling projects should stick to the rules stated in model-

ing guidelines. However, the rules are usually presented in random order and differ

with respect to their importance to business process models.

Problem In the design phase of process models there is a large number of decisions stake-

holders must decide upon. However, these decisions are not prioritized. Among

them there are e.g. modeling, visualization or syntactic rules. Most often stake-

holders judge visualization or modeling rules based on their intuition or subjective

experience which is often wrong [71]. In other domains, e.g. electronics, most mod-

elers use rules of thumb when applying layout or modeling rules [76]. Contradicting

rules add further ambiguity and complexity to the problem [4]. As soon as different

rules interact with each other, stakeholders might have problems to apply rules at

the same time [26, 65].
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Solution Guidance for process modelers is thus needed to prevent stakeholders from

using subjective measurements or intuition. Modeling and visualization rules are

based on their effect on process model understanding. Empirical research partially

explains how certain factors influence the process quality and model understanding

[9, 65, 79, 80, 93]. Certain factors, e.g. minimizing edge crossings, contribute more

to model understanding than, e.g., visual distance [79].

There are different types of rules, namely strict or hard rules and soft rules. Hard

rules, e.g. syntactic rules, must always be followed whereas soft rules, e.g. mod-

eling rules, guide stakeholders [4, 26]. Due to this, modeling guidelines should

ultimately point out the issue of rule priorities to its stakeholders, especially to

process modelers.

Depending on the modeling purpose there is often a tradeoff among certain rules

[4, 26]. Violating certain rules might not necessarily lead to lower process quality.

However, the modelers should be aware of the effect certain rules generate. Tool

support can help to improve the model quality and their comprehensibility already

in the model creation phase while checking certain rules in an automated fashion

[26].

Example In a case study Farkas et al. tried to evaluate modeling rules automatically

[26]. They mention that it is hard to evaluate all rules in an automated way due to

the complexity of rules. However, they state that certain rules should be monitored

according to their importance. Also in [21] the authors make certain assumptions

regarding the importance of layout factors in order to create highly readable layouts

for process models. In [65] the authors investigate the importance of rules and state

their results based on interviews.

Issues Currently, there is no research available which covers all modeling and visualiza-

tion rules listed within this modeling guideline. Thus, it is not clear to what extent

certain rules differ in their importance. However, rules assist in guiding process
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modelers and creating awareness of the effects certain modeling decisions have on

process model quality.

Aspect #33 (Activity Labeling)

Description The quality of activity labels contributes to the overall quality of process

models as the naming style is important for the understanding of activities shown

in models.

Problem The labeling of activities is an important task within the modeling of business

processes. The activity labels describe the underlying task which is to be performed.

In practice, different labeling styles are often used and activities rather randomly

named dependent on the judgement of process modelers [64]. This leads to the fact

that labels are hard to understand, ambiguous or counter-intuitive for model readers

[4, 64]. Different labeling styles should be avoided within modeling projects in order

to improve the total quality of process models.

Solution In [65] the authors suggest the use of the verb-object labeling style. This style

was found to be less ambiguous by model readers and should therefore be used in

modeling projects [83, 98]. The verb-object style is further superior to its perceived

understandability and ambiguity [64]. Given these results, the authors recommend

the use of this style for business process modeling. The style further assists to keep

the textual description of activities short and precise [4]. A modeling guideline

should propose the verb-object labeling style and describe how to create the labels

in a systematic manner. Tools can check the labeling style automatically and ensure

that users follow the dedicated labeling style [26].

Example In [65] the authors state examples for activity labeling, e.g. ”Write down

complaint” and ”complaint to be written down”. While the first one is stated in

verb-object style, the latter one is not. Other approaches, e.g. [56, 96], informally

state that the verb-object convention should be used [64].

Issues Although the labeling style is given, the process modelers are still free to choose
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individual words to create the labels. In order to further improves the label quality,

a business glossary can assist modelers in choosing words appropriate to a certain

domain and/or an organization. It must further be mentioned that the verb-object

style was tested for the English language. For other languages this style might not

be appropriate.

Aspect #34 (Business Glossaries)

Description Business glossaries ensure the consistent use of terms among stakeholders

in modeling projects.

Problem Inconsistencies in process models often occur due to stakeholders who use dif-

ferent terms for the same objects [10]. Tasks are often described by terms with

different levels of abstraction [9, 10]. This decreases the comprehensibility and clar-

ity of business process models as it increases the effort for stakeholders to read and

understand the models [90]. In order to describe real-world situations stakeholders

should use domain-specific vocabulary and terms. These terms are not easily un-

derstandable or are even ambiguous for stakeholders who are unfamiliar with this

domain [64, 90]. Terms which are ambiguous or easily misunderstood can be main-

tained in a separate list. The terms of the list are not allowed to use within process

models.

Solution Business glossaries, also called business term catalogues, contain and maintain

the terms which are often used within an organization. For each term a definition

is stated to avoid any ambiguities on understanding among stakeholders [96, p.286].

Process modelers are advised to use terms stated in the glossary which then ensures

that model readers can easily understand the meaning of the term. Activity labels

can also be derived using business glossaries. Glossaries can also enforce that specific

terms are not allowed to use, e.g. for activity labeling. Thus, glossaries improve and

ease the understanding of the model contents [9, 90]. Business glossaries do not only

define terms which are often used but might also contain semantic relations between
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different terms and establish a hierarchy among them [8, pp.41-78]. Appropriate

tools can check the consistent use of names and advice modelers to change terms

which are ambiguous or not mentioned in the glossary [50]. Tools can also filter

relevant terms appropriate to stakeholder groups and advice them to use relevant

terms [9].

Example In [61] the authors propose a list with commonly used verbs in process models.

The list was generated from the SAP R/3 reference model and generalized with the

help of verb taxonomies. Further possibilities are to work with controlled vocabulary

from a certain domain as shown in [25] or with general dictionaries as suggested in

[64].

Issues In order to use a business glossary for a certain domain, the glossary must be

checked whether it is appropriate for the modeling purpose in the modeling project.

The quality of the business glossary must be ensured in order to achieve a high total

quality in process models.

Appendix A.4. Consensus Building

Business process modeling is a collaborative task. This means that several stakeholders

participate in process modeling. Especially for the validation of process models stake-

holders have to achieve agreements whether models are correct. Achieving a consensus

among stakeholders is problematic as they perceive models differently and subjectively

judge upon models. This section introduces two quality dimensions that aim at improving

the process of achieving an agreement for business process models.

Aspect #35 (Pragmatic Quality)

Description Agreements on process models are not possible until stakeholders are able to

comprehend the model contents. Pragmatic quality deals with the correspondence

between process models and the stakeholders’ interpretation of them.
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Problem A process model should be comprehensible. In large modeling projects sev-

eral different stakeholders must comprehend process models and later agree on their

content and meaning. Therefore, models with high comprehensibility are useless

if stakeholders are not able to comprehend them [9, 45, 47]. Pragmatic quality is

about comprehension as to where stakeholders have to agree on model understand-

ing rather than on the comprehensibility of process models [46]. Thus, it matters

whether human or technical actors work on process models as well as on the degree

to which they use the model content. In large modeling projects stakeholders will

not understand all parts of processes nor all process models [47, p.109].

Solution Pragmatic quality relies on the comprehension of different stakeholders inter-

preting business process models differently. Full pragmatic quality can hardly be

achieved. Given that, the feasibility argument applies to pragmatic quality [47,

p.110]. Feasibility in this context means that all relevant stakeholders of a model

are able to comprehend the model to a certain degree so that they agree on the model

content. In case stakeholders do not agree with the model, it must be changed until

they reach an agreement [9]. Pragmatic quality differs from semantic quality in the

way stakeholders look at process models. A process model is semantically valid if it

reflects a real-world scenario adequately while high pragmatic quality is achieved if

the stakeholders of the model agree on it [45, 46].

Example There are different techniques to assist the stakeholders’ comprehension, e.g.

stakeholder training, inspection, walkthroughs or rephrasing [47, pp.177-232]. Krogstie

et al. present several features in order to achieve high pragmatic quality. The fea-

tures assist stakeholders in their comprehension, which is not solely based on their

domain knowledge or ability to read process models. Certain techniques assist

checking for semantic quality of process models.

Issues It is important to further distinguish between empirical quality and pragmatic

quality. While empirical quality deals with the comprehensibility of models, prag-
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matic quality deals with the comprehension of models with respect to their stake-

holders [45].

Aspect #36 (Social Quality)

Description Social quality measures the degree to which stakeholders achieve an agree-

ment on knowledge, given process models, and the comprehension of them.

Problem Several stakeholders judge upon the quality of business process models. Usually

the group must come to an agreement on those models. This is especially important

if two or more process models depict different views on the same process and must be

integrated into one model. However, each stakeholder has its own field of experience

and its model interpretations upon models [47, p.110]. Model interpretation is based

on pragmatic quality while individual stakeholders provide expertise and knowledge.

Thus, different stakeholders might disagree on the fact that process models show all

relevant information of a real-world scenario [45]. However, to come to an agreement

all stakeholders must agree on model interpretation which is rarely taking place in

practice. Absolute agreement would mean that all models under investigation are

consistent in their projections [47, p.233]. Most often there is no absolute agreement

among stakeholders.

Solution In order to avoid these situations, feasible social quality is used which means

that contradicting parts in models are resolved [47, p.110]. Feasible social quality

is achieved if stakeholders agree on their perceived semantic quality and on feasible

comprehension. If there are inconsistencies in business process models, they must be

resolved in order to achieve agreements. In reality, the group of stakeholders marks

inconsistent or erroneous parts in the models. Usually it is the work of process mod-

elers to adjust the models to the needs of the stakeholders before reevaluations take

place. Even feasible social quality is not easy to achieve if the group of stakeholders

reaches a certain amount of people [39, 89].

Example In [47, pp.233-250] the authors describe tool support that provides techniques
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to achieve feasible agreement via model integration and conflict resolution [23, 29].

Issues Social quality is related to other quality aspects such as perceived semantic quality

of process models and the comprehension of individual stakeholders. Thus, the

improvement of other quality factors of business process models also supports social

quality. Agreements are further achieved in collaboration.

Appendix A.5. Recommended Enhancements

This section introduces three enhancements modeling guidelines should explain in order

to assist stakeholders creating or working on business process models. The enhancements

focus on how to read process models and how to modify and change the visualization

style. Especially knowledge about reading process models is important as all stakeholders

have to read models in order to understand the their contents.

Aspect #37 (How Visualization Works)

Description Process models consist of a graph structure and a layout. Visualization

guidelines address certain aspects in the layout.

Problem Process models can be separated into its graph structure and layout part.

Many stakeholders do not distinguish between these two parts which often leads

to problems when changing the visualization of process models [4]. The graph

structure is not connected to the layout. The structure is given by the graphical

elements contained in the models. The layout is defined by the way the graphical

elements are drawn in the model which depends on the process modelers [4].

Solution The modeling notation should define the general appearance of process models

to avoid ambiguities or misinterpretations. There are two important aspects for pro-

cess models where process modelers can change the visualization. They can either

enhance the visual perceptions or strengthen semantics [4, 71, 76, 90]. Both types

emphasize on secondary notation (see section Secondary Notation). Visualization

guidelines focus on the layout of models as the graph structure of process models is

fixed and cannot be changed.
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However, process modelers enjoy their creative freedom to choose the appropriate

means that put strength on relevant model aspects. Thus, the modeling guideline

should point out that there are two different aspects on visualization and should

create awareness especially for modelers. It can also restrict certain layout aspects

to limit the modelers in their freedom of drawing models.

Example In [4] the authors depict certain examples of process models where certain

characteristics were changed. The examples illustrate how visualization can be used

to highlight or strengthen visual or semantic information.

References The graph structure and the layout can be used to change process models.

For both categories certain measures exist in the sections of visualization rules and

modeling rules.

Aspect #38 (Secondary Notation)

Description Visual cues can change the layout of process models and thus obfuscate the

information contained in the models.

Problem Modeling notations usually do not provide any information about how to draw

process models [93]. As a result process modelers are free to place graphical elements

within their modeling canvas. These visual cues, which are not part of the modeling

notation, are known as secondary notation [4, 72, 76, 77, 79, 93]. Visual cues are

important and influence the comprehensibility of process models [69]. If secondary

notation is not properly used within the modeling process, the understandability of

process models decreases [76].

Solution By using secondary notation, modelers can change process models without

changing their semantic content. Thus, the models are logically equivalent although

their comprehensibility changes. For human readers it is of different complexity to

perceive the model content [4, 76, 93].

Secondary notation is also not constrained in its use as the graphical layout is an

instrument to change models in its design space. It is generally known that layout
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is traced back to a number of layout parameters, e.g. edge crossings, use of color,

line strength (among others see [4, 6, 35, 72, 76, 79, 80, 93]. For business process

models not all layout factors might be suitable but some factors are meaningful.

Process modelers should adjust these layout factors while modeling [4, 47, 94]. This

especially applies to novice modelers who often rely on their intuition and use rules

of thumb [76]. This can lead to process models that are less comprehensive due to

poor use of secondary notation.

Cognitive research has shown that some layout factors are especially relevant for

comprehension tasks [71, 76]. Modeling guidelines should state how secondary no-

tation works and how the comprehensibility of process models can be influenced by

it (see section Visualization Rules). Further, it should guide the modelers how and

when to use secondary notation. If secondary notation is used well, the comprehensi-

bility of process models can be increased which further improves the communication

among stakeholders [4, 65, 71]. The modeling guideline should further emphasize

that good-looking process models do not necessarily communicate information ef-

fectively if secondary notation is used wrongly [71]. Tool support for handling

secondary notation is important and a success factor in modeling projects as the

empirical quality of process models raises [47, 91].

Example Automated layout algorithms consider specific layout factors when computing

optimal layouts for models. These algorithms try to optimize certain factors and

create models with a high comprehensibility [6, 20, 21, 26]. Thus, automated tool

support can improve the comprehensibility of process models.

Issues For some means of secondary notation tool support is already existing. However,

certain features might not be trivial to check automatically. Those must be judged

by humans [26].

References The insights of secondary notation are especially for manipulating the layout

of process models with the help of visualization rules.
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Aspect #39 (How to Read Process Models)

Description For stakeholders in modeling projects it is important being able to read

process models and to interpret the information contained.

Problem Reading complex process models is not an easy task. As most stakeholders lack

expertise on how to properly read and comprehend information contained in models,

they rely on their intuition to comprehend process models [93]. Cognitive research

has shown that especially stakeholders with novice knowledge on reading process

models need extensive time to comprehend the model content [76]. Furthermore,

the layout of process models might be obfuscated by visual cues making it even

harder to read process models. In order to assist stakeholders, a modeling guideline

should describe the process of reading and how to comprehend process models.

Solution There are two important aspects when reading process models, graphical read-

ing and pattern recognition [13, 76, 93]. Graphical reading is the ability to read

a process model which means to identify graphical elements and visual cues in the

model [4, 71, 76]. The reader processes and interprets the graphical elements by

using the description of the corresponding modeling notation. However, the iden-

tification and interpretation is not a matter of intuition [13]. Additionally, the

human reader has to recognize patterns within the model. The patterns are usu-

ally constructs which depict a certain behavior for the control flow, e.g. workflow

patterns [73, 106]. For readers the recognition of patterns might be difficult as

the information can be obfuscated by visual cues. Often readers lack expertise on

search strategies for these patterns [4, 76, 79, 93]. Graphical reading and pattern

recognition are essential aspects in order to comprehend process models [71, 76].

Modeling guidelines should arguably describe how to read and comprehend process

models. Then, stakeholders can be trained accordingly in graphical reading and

pattern recognition to gain a higher perceptual expertise [35, 93].

Issues A description of common workflow patterns can further support pattern recog-
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nition by stakeholders. The patterns are often used for the systematic design of

process models. Thus, stakeholders should gather knowledge in reading, identify-

ing, and applying them.
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Appendix B. Condensed Modeling Guideline

This chapter provides a condensed version of the comprehensive modeling guideline pro-

vided in Appendix A. The condensed version can be used as list to check if modeling

guidelines contain the elements stated in the comprehensive modeling guideline.

Table B.7: Condensed Modeling Guideline, Part 1

Category Content

Guideline-specific Requirements - Scope of the Modeling Guideline

- Content of the Modeling Guideline

- Incentives for the Modeling Guideline

Project-specific Requirements - Definition of the Modeling Project

+ Definition of the Modeling Goal

+ Stakeholder Identification

+ User Perspectives on Process Models

+ Organizational Quality

- Modeling Notation

+ Definition of Syntax and Semantics

+ Adding or Removing Concepts from a Modeling

Notation

+ Ambiguities in Modeling Notations

- Guideline of Systematic Design

+ Use of Abstraction Layers

+ Definition of the Model Content in Abstraction

Layers

+ Reuse of Business Process Models

+ Metadata for Process Models

- Physical Quality of Process Models
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Table B.8: Condensed Modeling Guideline, Part 2

Category Content

- Tool Support

- Knowledge Quality

+ Knowledge Identification

+ Stakeholder Training

- Guideline of Economic Efficiency

- Guideline of Comparability

- Collaboration in Modeling Projects

- Intermediate Quality Checks

- Definition of Terms

Requirements for Business

Process Models

- Syntactic Quality

+ Syntactic Quality

+ Behavioral Properties of Process Models

+ Correctness-By-Design

- Semantic Quality

+ Semantic Quality

+ Perceived Semantic Quality

+ Semantic Quality Checks

- Visualization Rules

- Modeling rules

- Rule Priorities

- Activity Labeling

- Business Glossaries
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Table B.9: Condensed Modeling Guideline, Part 3

Category Content

- Tool Support

- Knowledge Quality

+ Knowledge Identification

+ Stakeholder Training

- Guideline of Economic Efficiency

- Guideline of Comparability

Consensus Building - Pragmatic Quality

- Social Quality

Recommended Enhancements - How Visualization Works

- Secondary Notation

- How to Read Process Models
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